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PREFACE

How many times have educators heard "I like music, but

I don't like school music." Most people do enjoy music of

some kind or at least some part of it--rhythm, the melodic

line, harmony, or voice color. All too often educators

place too much emphasis on the symbols for things and neglect

the things themselves. Many people, for example, confuse

"knowing the notes" with reading music, while reading music

actually itnvoves much more. To quote James Mursell:

One often sees school courses of study in music which
begin with noble statements of aim explaining that the
purpose is to develop musical appreciation, musical
discrimination, musical power, musical fulfillment and
so forth. But then nothing seems to be done about
these professions of faith. What follows is simply a
sequence of lessons to be learned one by one, habits
to be formed, items of knowledge to be acquired.'

No knowledge is worth very much at all, just for the sake of

having it. For a parent or teacher who wants to Introduce a

child to more than the sound and feeling of music, familiar-

ity with suLch ideas as signs, staves, time and note values,

keys, tempo markings and other knowledge of this type is

essential.

1 James Lockhart Mursell, Education for Musical Growth,
(Boston, 1948), p. 12.
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Modern techniques and devices along with the develop

ment of programmed learning have made unnecessary the

doldrums which often are brought about when traditional

methods are used in the introduction of the language of

music to children.

Tne teaching machine holds such a fascination for the

child that the possibilities of the addition of an audio pre-

sentation to an already effective tool provides an exciting

challenge of greater and better things in the field of music.

A larger measure of understanding brought about through the

use of programmed instruction can deepen the enjoyment of

music for every child when he is able to apply the language

of music as successfully as his reading skills,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

From the time when a child begins to focus on the world

about him until he is about to enter school, words and their

letters haye been an integral part of his environment. There

is little doubt that left alone he probably could learn to

read out of self-defense, but the symbols of musical lang-

uage are mere hieroglyphics unless they are first explained

to him. If music is to move effectively, there needs to be

a blending of the expressive and functional role of music in

a child's life. The learner does the learning. Teachers do

not really teach him, for he is his own teacher. The materi-

al upon which he learns is his own externality of things and

people. The love of movement and the interest all have in

hearing and producing sound grow with each individual as he

explores the world in which he lives.

Music educators have a continuing responsibility to the

many children who sit unhappily in music classes--left out

of the book of excitement, deprived of the opportunity to

grow into more mature relationship with music. Many church

musicians have come to realize that in addition to its tra-

ditional uses in worship, music is an invaluable tool in

religious education today.
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Contrary to the idea that the children's choir movement

in the United States is a phenomenon of the past ten or twen-

ty years, it can be traced back some sixty years to Elizabeth

Van Fleet Vossoller in the First Presbyterian Church at Flem-

ington, New Jersey.1 Her recognition of the tremendous needs

of the. 'ildren i her church for more music training has

led to the almost phenomenal growth of the graded choir pro-

gram in various denominations since then.

Reading and studying the Scriptures upon which a great
deal of choral literature is based helps to establish
habits of personal devotion. Training in rhythm, and
pitch and voice benefits the young person physically
and often leads to the discovery of his own musical
talent.2

The goal of Baptist educators is very adequately ex-

pressed by Austin Lovelace and William C. Rice in their book

Music and Wors in the Church when they state that "partic-

ipation in a children's choir must contribute to the child's

music and aesthetic development and at the same time add to

his understanding of worship and the meaning of religion in

his life."] "In the field of music, learning involves two

primary aspects, namely:

Ruth Nininger, "Youth Choir, What For?" Journal of
Church Music, II (July, 1960), 13.

2lbid., p. 13.

3Austin Lovelace and William C. Rice, Music and Wo
in the Church, (New York, 1960), pp. 115-11. ~
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I. the acquisition and retention of musical information
and experience and

2. the development of musical skill." 4

The Problem and Its Significance

The purpose of this research is to program cycles or

units of study which may be used with the Cyclo-Teacher

Learning Aid,5 a commercial teaching machine produced by the

Field Enterprises Educational Corporation of Chicago. The

program will consist of the mechanics of music and will be

designed for use with the seven- and eight-year-old child in

primary cholrs of the graded choir program of Southern Bap-

tist churches.

Although it can generally be said that today's children

are exposed to a more highly competent music training than

ever before in the history of music education in America,

there are still failures in our educational structure. Where

either funds are not available or school systems lack vision,

boys and girls are deprived of adequate musical instruction.

When limited instruction is made available, it can be said

that it comes more as an afterthought than as a part of a

purposeful music program.

4 Ralph C. Rea, "Basic Laws Applied to Music," Music
Journal, XVI (July, 1958), 58.

5 Further discussion of this machine, its advantages
and disadvantages,, will be taken up in the following chapter.
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Because music is such an important part of our daily

lives and in the worship of God, the churches have taken the

initiative in providing graded choir programs. Even though

other faiths have such programs, Southern Baptists have

placed more of a priority on the development of such choirs

in all of their churches, both great and small. These pro-

grams experience some of the same difficulties as those

schools which have less than full-time music programs--in-

adequate time for and frequency of instruction. Since this

training is provided for those who will voluntarily partic-

ipate in such a program and only a limited amount of time is

available each week, a means ust be devised which will bring
about greater retention of basic fundamentals in music.

Remainder of the Thesis

A comprehensive study of programmed learning and its

development with treatment of various types of programming

as well as subsequent development of the teaching machine

will be covrAed'in chapter two. Chapter three will present

basic rules and steps employed by the programmer in the

development of a workable program. This same chapter will

set forth the program derived from research. The fourth

chapter will be used to make a thorough analysis of all. units

of the program Qalong with acknowledgement of strengths and
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weaknesses as they may relate to future development. Im-

plications dramn from testing of the program and recommen-

dations for future utilization will conclude the chapter.



CHAPTER II

DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMMED LEARNING

Programmed learning is not the modern twentieth century

innovation many think it to be. According to Wayne Garner

in his book ProLrammed Instruction, Horace spoke in the

"satires" of children who received rewards from their teach-

ers as they were instructed. Quintillian had even more to

say about such practices as they resemble precepts of pro-

grammed instruction:

The individual student must be queried often and re-
warded with praise; by arrangement, the student must
achieve results quickly without error; the student must
discover for himself and eventually cut the apron
strings to the teacher and become a self-reliant
learner; motor skills had to be taught by guiding the
student's muscles through necessary exercises and rou-
tines. 1

Strict apprenticeship programs were carried out by medieval

craftsmen and guilds-men where finger exercises and movements

were carefully observed. Erasmus' story of an Englishman's

attempt to teach his son Latin without punishment further il-

lustrated the practical application of basic programmed

learning principles down through the centuries. In this in-

stance, the boy was encouraged to hit targets in the shape

'Wayne Lee Garner, Programmed Instruction, (New York,
1963), p.3.

6
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of Greek letters with a bow and arrow ad rewarded with a

cherry upon each hit. The father is said also to have fed

his son letters cut from delicious biscuits.

The United States Patent Office granted a patent to

one H. Chard in 1809 for a device designed to teach reading,

and fifty-seven years later in 1866, Halcyon Skinner patented

a device which taught spelling. Even though individualized

plans had been tried in the public schools before 1900, it

was not until 1919 that any were successful on a sizeable

scale. The Winnetka plan,2 as it was named, allowed students

to progress at their own rate, use self-instructional materi-

als, and take a self-administered diagnostic test, but they

had to completely master one unit before they could take up

the next. The Dalton plan of 19203 was also promoted on an

individual basis. In this series each student proceeded at

his own rate, with mastery tests preceding each new unit or

one-month "contract."

There is little doubt that Sidney L. Pressey of Ohio

State University was influenced greatly by the work done

during the first decades of the twentieth century. It is

generally agreed in educational circles that the real pio-

neer work in the field of programmed instruction was done

2 Henry Clay Lindgrew, Educational Psychologyin the

Classroom, (New York, 1962), pp. 337-338.

3lbid., pp. 337-338.
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by Pressey. His article "A Simple Apparatus Which Gives

Tests and . cores--and Teaches, " published in School and. So-

ci ty n 1926, was the first public reference to a teaching

machine. Te had exhibited his machine(Fig. 1) at a meeting

of the American Psychological Association and at that time

Fig. 1--Pressey's machine

stated that the apparatus was derived from a self-recording,

multiple-chcoice reaction machine developed in 1915. Much

needed research and development of programmed learning was

made virtually impossible by the stock market crash and lack

of available funds during the subsequent depression years.

Only an occasional remark, such as that made by James Little

in 1934, Showed any remaining interest in programmed learn-

ing. Little, a former associate of Pressey, concluded. that

TSidney L. Pressey, "A Simple Apparatus Which Gives
Tests and Scores--and Teaches," School and Society, XXIII
(March 20, 1926), 373-376.
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students profited mightily when informed immediately of the

accuracy of their response on individual test items.

A Resurgence of Interest

Although programs and teaching machines were developed

in the mid-1920's, they did not stir much interest until Dr.

B. F. Skinner did his famous study with animals.5 He set out

to shape the behavior of pigeons by giving them a bit of corn

when they had made the right movement. By this sort of en-

couragement, he got them to play ping-pong. His theories on

shaping behavior were then applied to human beings and led to

programmed instructional materials.

Programmed instruction is a process designed to help a

learner achieve specific behavioral goals through the system-

atic application of the experimentally derived learning

technique;. More specifically, programming is the process

of constructing sequences of instructional material in a way

that maximizes the rate of acquisition and retention and en-

hances the motivation of the student.

It is already clear that we have barely scratched the
surface of man's ability to learn and there is reason
to think that we may be on the verge of a quantum jump
in learning and in man's creative use of the intel-
lect.0

5 Susan Meyer Markle, "Inside the Teachint Machine,"
Saturday Review, XLIV (November 18, 1961), 55.

C. E. Silberman, "Technology is Knocking at the School
House Door," Fortune, LXXIV (August, 1966), 122.
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The events in education during the early 1950's and subse-

quent entrance into the "space age" by the United States and

Russia made it pointedly clear that schools even in our 
most

privileged areas were sometimes teaching the wrong things and

leaving out the right things. In effect, they were not

teaching enough. Perhaps the area where the schools fell

short rrost was in their inability to develop a love for

learning.

It was S dinner's feeling that "the goal of education

shoIld be nothing short of the fullest possible development

of the human organism." 7 Although many critics say that pro-

n;ramed learning tends to destroy creativity and makes

classroom work boring, it was his idea for the student to

progress at his own rate, be reinforced with each step he

takes by correctly answering simple questions and thereby

chicving successful learning experiences. The key wor is

"discovery" for the student in the classroom as he is en-

couraged to discover, not merely learn relationships and

patterns and to develop theorems.

HoTever important the feelings of the learner are with

respect to boredom, levels of aspiration, readiness and

the reinforcement patterns, they do not require that

the machine have comparable feelings. One can build
into the program and the machine the tactics that tak

account of boredorn, novelty, reinforcement and so on.

7 Alfred De Grazia and David A. Sohn, editors, Programs,

Teachers and Machines, (New York, 1964), p. 66.

8 Ibid., p. 22.
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The birch rod and cane may be gone, but taking their

place are equally effective punishments such as criticism,

ridicule, and failure, which are used in the same way. The

student must learn, or else. 'This aversive control in edu-

cation leads to truancy, early drop-outs, school-vandalism,

inattention, mental fatigue, forgetting and apathy.

Skinner points out that the old concept of learning

where the student is supposed to have learned something

simply because he was told it has long been out of date.

Somethin0 is undoubtedly transmitted by the teacher, but the

student is more than a receiver of knowledge, for he must take

some kind of action. "To acquire behavior the student must

engage in behavior."9 Suppose that readiness is dependent

upon teaching methods as well as upon subject matter. The

student may be ready for the usual way of teaching geometry

in the tent grade, but ready for another way of teaching it

as early as the second grade. Mathematicians, physicists,

chemists, biologists, all of them, have changed the curricula

by preparing new materials, new approaches and thereby

proving that their subjects can be taught in lower grades.

Supper and page, for example, have been able to teach
highly sophisticated mathematical notions in the first
few grades and Keisler has been able in some grades to
explain the phenomenon of dew in terms of molecular at-
traction. The stygents both enjoy and profit from this
kind of teaching

9 Ibid., p. 55. 10 Ibid., p. 6.
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Evidence is rapidly accumulating to show that when pro-

grams are wisely designed and employed they can bring about
more effectiveness in teaching and greater success in learn-
ing. Multiplying the power of a good teacher through the
program, the student can then put his time and talents to
better use in acquiring even greater knowledge. The in-
creased capacity to achieve the present purposes of school
can add to the scope and depth of learning, and may lead to
far reaching revisions in the commonly accepted view of what
constitutes "normal" achievement for students at all levels

of ability.

Simple as programmed learning is to describe, it isbased on a number of experimentally validated princi-ples. For a reward to be most effective, it shouldfollow closely upon the action it rewards. Program-instruction is a teaching device to reinforce correctresponses....Because it is based on principles of suc-cessful learning, it applies equally well to studentsof the youngest school years to the most adult.-1

With only a few differences, Dr. Skinner followed the
basic concepts of linear programming as set forth by Sidney
Pressey. Tree basic principles were followed in its de-
velopment. Both men agreed that 1.) the student must respond
in order for learning to occur; 2.) there must be a minimum

111 George E. Probst, editor, Programed L2Tr2n in theSchools: A Summar of a Conference a Thomas A. EdisonFoundation ai7Grolier, IndT.,(e YorT7T97, pp.-7
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of error brought about through the use of prompts;1 2 and

3.) the student should know Immediately if his 
response is

correct or not.

rThe most powerful way a programmer may control behavior

is by an orderly development of the subject and through the

technique of prompting. Prompts are classified into two

broad types, formal and thematic. Formal prompts provide the

student with information about the structure of the accept-

able response, but not its meaning. Thematic prompts provide

the student with the information about the meaning of the

response, 'ut not its structure. The prompt which operates

from one frame to the next will be called a sequence propt.

The prompt used in the "Skinnerian" sense is a supplementary

stimulus; that is, something has been added to the terminal

stimulus to make the item easier to understand. What has

been added is not sufficient to produce a response by itself,

but depends on at least some previous learning.

Programmed instruction is based on studies of how people

learn. The characteristics are deceptively simple. The ma-

terial to be learned is broken down into small pieces called

frames. A program is a complete series of frames in a unit.

Each frame builds on the last one so that the student can

1 2 The development of technical terminology for use in

programmed learning has brought about the formulation of

words peculiar to the field of programming. The term

"prompt" is such a word. Although generally considered a

verb, in this context it takes on the characteristics of a

noun.
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progress step by step--often at his own pace. At each step

his understanding up to that point is tested. He has to make

some sort of active "response." He can push a button, say

or write an answer to a question. As soon as he responds, he

is then "reinforced." If he is correct, he proceeds; other-

wise, he is told why his answer is wrong and in some cases

is directed to restudy the material.

The following are generalizations arising from the

theory of reinforcement by Dr. Skinner:

1. An individual learns or changes the way he acts by
observing the consequences of his actions.

2. Consequences that strengthen the likelihood of re-
petition of an act are called "reinforcements."

3. The more quickly reinforcement follows the desired
performance, the more likely the behavior will be re-
peated.

4. The more often reinforcement occurs, the more likely
the student will repeat the act.

5. Absence or even delay of reinforcement following an
action weakens the probability that the act will be
repeated.

6. Intermittent reinforcement of an act increases the
length of time a student will persist at a task
without further reinforcement.

Th. e learning behavior of a student can be developed
or shaped gradually by differential reinforcement--
that is, by reinforcing those behaviors which should
be repeated and by withholding reinforcement follow-
ing an undesired act.

8. In addition to making repetition of an act more
probable, reinforcement increases a student's activ-
ity, quickens his pace, and heightens his interest in
learning. These may be called motivational effects
of reinforcement.
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9. A student's behavior can be developed into a complex
pattern by shaping the simple elements of the pattern
and combining them into a chain-like sequence .13

Skinner and Pressey differ on several basic and. practical

points. Pressey, for example, is not nearly as concerned as

is Dr. Skinner about the "smallness" of the steps or the or-

dering of the sequence. But it must be kept in mind that

Pressey's work used material that was designed to both teach

and test at the same time. Another difference concerns the

intent of the program. Dr. Pressey's aim was that it should

supplement other methods of instruction, while Skinner liked

to write programs which could be used for "self-instruction."

"Pressey is not as concerned about the amount of error that

is desirable or the amount of error that is undesirable so

long as wrong answers on multiple choice items are something

that the student should be warned against.t14 In Skinner's

view, if the student makes fewer mistakes, he learns more

effectively and is spared the demoralizing experience of

being wrono*. Therefore, he aims at an error rate of less

than five percent.

Although Skinner believes that the rate at which pupils
of different abilities complete programmed material is
sufficient to sustain the interest, research indicated
that there are great inconsistencies in the attitude of
pupils at all levels of ability. Some bright pupils
are motivated highly by programmed instruction, others

1 3 Jerome P. Lysaught and Clarence M. Williams, A Guide
Program Instruction, (New York, 1963), p. 7.

14Edward B. Fry, Teachin Machines and Programmed In-
struction, _ Introduction,iNew York, 167),Tpp.67-7.



are not. The same is true for slow pupils. Differences
in motivation also exist in the conventional classroom
in which ability grouping provides for individual dif-
ferences. Achievement must be, in part, a function of
attituldes toward learning.15

In research conducted at Bucknell University to dis-

cover motivational factors in programmed learning, tests

revealed that the pupil who is strongly disposed to fear of

failure prefers tasks that are either extremely easy or ex-

tremely hard and avoids tasks that offer only a fifty percent

probability of success. Ego is involved here. When tasks

are extremely easy, the probability of failure is small.

When it is difficult, and success is unlikely for anyone,

there is no stigma attached for failure. With the proba-

bility for success higher than fifty percent, his interest

is greater, and the task becomes more pleasant. Left free to

choose, the pupil with high hope for success will look for

more and difficult tasks as he masters the old ones.

The study made by Helen Davidson regarding the mental

effect of early reading on young children showed that where

bright and dull children at the four-year level were taught

to read, best results were obtained by bright three-year-old

children whose reading was superior to that of both average

four-year-olds and dull five-year-olds. The most successful

5J. W. Moore and Wendell 1. Smith, "Motivation in Auto-
mated Instruction, " School Life, XLVI (November, 1963), 21.

16
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maintained their enthusiasm for reading; the others quickly

forgot. it was also noted. that no harmful effects were ob-

served in the subjects.

Programmed learning has discernible impacts on standard

16curriculum as the Quackenbush survey points out. By employ-

ing prograimned materials, it is possible to introduce the

study of subjects traditionally reserved for more advanced.

age and gradE levels. One of the results of programmed in-

struction is the coverage of more subject material in a

shorter period of tie. Good students learn equally well

under both conditions in less time. On the other hand, poor-

er students obtain higher test scores after programmed learn-

ing as compared with traditional procedures.

Linear programming has many distinct advantages while

possessing few disadvantages. There is a marked effective-

ness which also iakes possible consistent instruction; every

pupil gets an equivalent course. Its decentralized training

and largeC time savings provide for a more individualized

learning experience. Indirect benefits such as lower costs,

higher morale, improved supervision and better defined goals

are very important as well. No program is without its dis-

advantages. They are few, but no less important. Certainly

one must consider the initial costs as a factor. At this

16V. T. Thayer, The Role of the School in American
Society, (New York, 177i)~777.71537167."
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time there still is much which must be learned in regards to
where and how to use this new instructional tool.

A New Approach

Another concept of programmed learning called Branchin

was developed by Dr. Crowder in 1960. Sometimes called

"intrinsic programming " it is based on the philosophy that

teaching is a process of communicating to the student and

that it takes place in many ways which vary according to

ability and knowledge, the nature of the subject matter and

other factors. Therefore, "the programmer doesn't presume

to know how to set up conditions under which effective learn-

ing will inevitably occur. Instead, he uses "feedback" to

control the communication process."17 To employ this method,

one must use a machine or "scramble book." Students working

with this type of program do not all take the same sequence

of steps. Branch points are established where students may

follow a subsequent route, depending on the response to the

question. Those students who meet the criteria at these

points follow one route; those failing follow another route.

A recent study conducted by James Carlson at Northwest-

ern Universityl's School of Music shows that

Joseph W. Rigney and Edward B. Fry, Current Ten Ma-
chine Proram Techniques, (Washington, D. C., 1961) P.9.
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Carlton's approach allows the student to move at hisown speed, employing a book of music problems, recordedmusic materials, and a tape machine. The book showsthe student his error almost as soon as he makes it andhis response to the taped problems are entered. If theproblem is too difficult for the student to solve atone hearing, the unit automatically repeats the musicalline until the tape machine "notifies" the teachingmachine that the problem is understood.18

There are two main advantages to this type of programming:

the student works at his own speed; and specific problems

are pinpointed.

The project of Yale sociologist Omar Khayyam Moore and

his teaching machine in the form of a "talking typewriter"

has captured the imagination of the world of education. It

is his belief that the years from t wo to five are the most

creative and intellectually active period of our lives.

Children receive no schooling at this time, but actively

classify the world about them and are busy learning to ac-

quire speech. According to Dr. Moore,

They are capable of extraordinary feats of inductivereasoning if left to themselves in a properly "respon-siv-" environment. Furthermore, performing such featsmay become a habit and lead to a new breed of highly in-dividualistic, highly imaginative human beings farbetter prepared than their parents to cope with a com-
plex and unpredictable society.1 9

"'Programmed Learning and the Musical Ear," Instrument,
XVII (November, 1962), 64.

19Maya Pines, "How Three-Year-Olds Teach Themselves to
Read and Love it," Harpers, CCXXVI (May, 1963), 58.
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The children are allowed to walk in or out, to come or

not to come as they please. One case cites a little girl

two years and eight months old who taught herself all of the

letters of the alphabet, both lower case and capitals, in

less than two months. "These two-year-olds exposed to daily

sessions with the machine have romped through first grade

reading material before their third birthday."
20 The success

of the typewriter is credited to the fact that very young

children become highly motivated to learn because they are

allowed to make their own discoveries. He feels that no-

thing deters learning like the fear of making a mistake.

Children discover that when they make an error, nothing hap-

pens--no scolding or impatience confronts them.

Critics do not challenge the fact that children do learn

on the typewriter, but seriously question the advisability of

such learning at an early age. Some feel that reading may

cause eye damage that will not become evident until later.

Sue Moskowitz, of New York City 's Bureau of Educational Re-

search, states that

Research proves that early readers don't generally read

better later on than those who learn at the regular
time. Pushing an unready child into formal instruction
can create distructiv feelings of fear, inadequacy and

frustration.21

20C. P. Gilmore, "Oar Khayyam and His Talking Type-

writer: Machine Teaches T.wo-Year-Olds to Read, Spell, Punc-

tuate and Touch Type," Satury Evening Post, CCXXXVIII
(November 20, 1965), 41.

2 1 lbid., p. 41.
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Moore disagrees with such findingS. To guard against physi-

cal and emotional or psychological damage, all the children

in the program are examined regularly by a pediatrician and

clinical psychologist. Five years of medical records dating

prior to 1965 have shown no signs of physical or emotional

strain. He readily points out that these pre-school children

have developed a zest for reading and are not bored with reg-

ular school even though they are ahead of their classmates.

People have an idealized version of the play-pen as
happy and "mindless." They say "life is hard enough
as it is, let's leave the early period alone." But
we're using only half an nour a day....But comes the
first grade, and the game is over.22

Dr. Moore feEls that this is the time when the child is

really beginning to have an interest in the wider world

around him. He then has to leave all of this to devote time

to "squiggles," learn the alphabet, learn to print and read

baby stories because of his low skills. "All of this takes

so long that many important things are dropped as frills--

painting and music, for instance."23

Standard tests given second graders who have been in-

volved in the program for three years show that they read on

an average at the seventh grade level. They even write,

edit, and cut the stencils for their own mimeographed news-

paper.

23 Ibid., p. 61.22ine s, pp.60-o .
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The biggest shortcoming of the branching technique is

the possibility of eliminating or guessing rather than under-
standing and thus finding the correct answer. Other methods

have been and are being developed to overcome shortcomings

Thich e:Jst in various formats.

One such method, the Learner-Controlled-Instruction

Approach, operates on the principle that the object of in-

structional research is the student and he himself is one of
the largest Sources of information available. This sounds

good, but some method would have to be devised that would

produce a unique program for each learner.

Another theory or principle of programming is lia-

gP.raphic Promming- This method would employ computers

which allow a student in mathematics, for instance, who is

high in reasoning and low in computation to have a special
number of frames which deal with his weakness and vice versa.
The cost of such computer devices would be prohibitive.

Those who usually recommend computer applications either have
access to them or happen to manufacture them.

T. F. Gilbert formalized expression of his terminology

of education and called it Mathetics. He felt that one ought
to keep away from a device because it narrows the channel of
thinking and practice in that direction, but that the program

should be taken to the student instead and he be used as a

guide. Gilbert's plan was to place the student in a labor-

atory situation involving the intensive long-term study of a
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human being in which no instructions would be used for fear

of bias in experiments. The student is to instruct the ex-

perimenters In his ways, and the experimenter is to stay out

of the laboratory. The student is reinforced when he emits

the behaviors desired. Each student is his own control.

One would have to place the student into a rather elaborate

simulation of some jobs to give him a sense of what environ-

ent and end tasks would be like. This might be more over-

whelming than challenging for some students.

A 1963 survey of programmed materials conducted by the

Center for Programmed Instruction revealed that 11 percent

of 1,886 responding school systems were making use of some

materials. Only 1 percent stated that they would not use

such materials again. Those who had experience with program-

med instruction testified that they had some future plans for

its use, hereas those unacquainted with such materials were

not positive about what uses they would make of them. A sur-

vey of general reactions using a five point scale ranging

from enthusiastic to strongly opposed showed that 75 percent

of the teachers, administrator;, members of boards of edu-

cation and parents reacted favorably or enthusiastically to

programmed mterials; less than 5 percent were strongly op-

posed. Further study shows that rather than interfering with

traditional classroom procedures and purposes, it has con-

tributed to their improvement.
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"Standard material can be presented in an interesting

manner without compromising quality as has been demonstrated

in some prog rams.h24 The administration of Words, Dr. Susan

Markle~'s advanced vocabulary building program to gifted

fourth and fifth grade students, when it had been originally

designed for use in the eighth grade, shows that gifted

fourth graders can achieve above the mean performance of

gifted fifth graders. Results showed that subject matter

can be introduced much earlier than had been thought pos-

sible. Hopefully, these successes will instill lifelong

favorable attitudes toward learning.

The Teaching Machine

Rarely has a new technologIcal development capturedthe imagination of the educational world and the ren-eral public as has the concept of the "teaching machine"and the program that goes with it. The prospect of theself-eseaching device through which instruction could betruly individualized has excited the expectations of achange-oriented society. 2 5

Every great teacher since Socrates and probably before has

used the method which is used in the teaching machine. He

analyzes his subject matter in such a way that he can present

it in small, logical, coherent steps. He forces the student

to respondand he in turn responds to the student. He allows

the student to move at his own pace. He asks leading

24Garner, p. 39.

25De Grazia, p. 1.
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questions and closely observes the student's grasping of the

material. He leads him away from error and leads him toward

the correct answer. "The potential import of the development

of the teaching machine has been likened to that of the de-

velopment of the printing press."26

This new educational tool, though full of exciting

promise, has often been met with apprehension and misinter-

pretation of its proper place in instructional settings.

Almost every day sees the use of its basic principles without

any objections at all. We are automatically taught to use a

telephone booth by following instructions given such as:

1. Remo re the receiver.

2. Deposit one dime or two nickels.

3. Listen for the dial tone before dialing.

We learn automatically when we take successive steps clearly

requested by the airport machine supplying the flight insur-

ance policies.

Formal education has had as its central objectives the
modification of the verbal repertory of the student,
and its principal technique is the controlled appli-
cation of instructions. Instruction is synonymous with
education.27

There are two principal methods of learning. The first,

the group-demonstration-study method, is recognized as a part

of thousands of classrooms. The second, the tutorial method,

26Trd J. Green, The Learning Process and Prozrammed
InstructiQn, (New York, T7627,20.

27Ibid., p. 12.
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is used nearly everywhere from teaching Johnny to swim to

teaching Mary to bake a cake. What the machine achieves is

more student participation in learning. The student is the

focal point of learning rather than the class. "The theory

is that the student will join in more, while learning, if he

works with an individual, systematic program that challenges

him every step of the way." 28

It is generally recognized. now that the success of the

teaching machine depends greatly on the material used in it.

Most teaching machine frames are comprised of three elements:

1. stmulus,

2. response,

3. feedback.

To summarize, the stimulus found in the form of organized

material is presented in logical sequence and designed to

e;ert increasing control over a gradually developing behav-

ioral repertory. This is brought about because the student

is immediately informed through feedback whether his response

was correct or not.

Teaching machines have many advantages over other for-

mats for presenting programmed learning materials:

I. The device may incorporate "cheat-proof" teachers.

2. The increment frame and answer frame are arranged to
amear in selected locations--convenient for use.

28"HoW Machines Do Teachinr Job," Business Week, (Sep-
tember 17, 1960), p. 111.
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3. Error and rate recorders may be used to provide data
automatically.

4. Machines may be arranged to prevent progress to other
frames until previous frames have been satisfactorily
handled.

5. Learning and presentation functions not possible withthe book can be accomplished with the machine.

Certain disadvantages exist which make the widespread use of

machines difficult. The capital investment alone provides

enough of an obstacle that most find it all but impossible to

overcome, Most programs can not be interchanged for use in

other machines-. ven though the storing, maintenance and re-

pair, distribution, and sometimes a lack of adequate power to

operate the machines present minor difficulties, they still

nave to be considered.

George Kneller, professor of education at the University

of California at Los Angeles, sees a great hazard in the im-

plication of the teaching machine.

If we seek exact responses and reward only those who
conforr to the demands of the machine we are likely tosnuff out the precious spark of revolt that is necessary
to healthy growth and activity.29

Critics ay that -programmed instruct ion discourages critical

thinking; that it fosters only rote learning and memorization

of facts, thu preventing the student front exploring a dis-

cioliE; and that in spite of ewas tf reinforceqment, it

2 9 ichard J. Margolis, "Do Teaching Machines ReallyTeach?" Redbook, CXXI (September, 1963), 99.
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is essentialLy both mechanical and motonous--a joyless and.

uninspiring way to lear.,

Wrong attitudes have caused fear on 'he part of many

that the a-chine would replace the teacher, but it removes

from the- t acher the tediu of drilling the class n basic

information. The teacher then can concentrate on individual

student problems, explain basic concepts, hold lively group

discussions and Iaken student curiosity. Thse programs,

suggest s D-vjd Soh'n , ",>re springboards to creative teaching

The teacher is the focal point--the director of a class."30

Success in ducatin . child still requires intelligence,

patience, understanding and sensitivity.

Despite all the grumblings and apparent shortcomings of

machine programs, continued success has pointed out the use-

fulness of such devices. One such experiment with deaf

children and the use of a teaching -machine speaks forcefully

for its use. In the study, an experimental group used the

machine program while the standard group followed convention-

al -ethods. The children using the teaching machine were

able to learn the materials in less than half the time as

compared with the standard group.3 1 Another example of the

effectiveness of machine learning can be cited in which an

3 0 De Grazia, p. 182.

32"Teaching Deaf Children by Mechanical Means," Science
News Letter, IAcIII (January 12, 1963), 29.
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eighth grade class in a Roanoke, Virginia 
public school com-

pleted a full year of ninth grade algebra in just 
one-half

year and scored a higher average than did the ninth grade

students taught in the conventional way.
32

The Cyclo-Teacher

The rebirth of interest as a result of B. F. Skinner's

work of the mid and late 1950's brought about the inception

of scores of program producers and their subsequent devices.

Thus everything from the very elaborate electronic "gadget-

try" like the Tator(Fig. 2) to the simplest of "scramble

books" has been made available to the general public 
and ed-

ucational edia as well. Educators quickly recognized and

the public soon realized that deficiencies existed in many of

the programs. The resulting drop in sales and the disil-

lusionment felt by the public brought about the failure of

many programming firms. Only a few well-founded educational

concerns remained to point the way for its development as a

useful educational tool.

One of these, Field Enterprises Educational Corporation,

produced a device called the Ccl-Teacher Learning Aid

(Fig. 3) in !964 for use with the World Book Encyclopedia,

an already well recognized set of reference volumes. The

company's policy of constant research and revision 
of the

32 "How Machines Do a Teaching Job," Business Wee
k ,

(September 17, 1960), p. 112.
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ig. 2--The Tutor

World Bo Enclondia has carried over into the field of

Programming. Results of careful study and testing can be

seen in the Cyclo-Teacher, a refinement of Skinner's origin-

al teaching machine(Fig. 4).

A small lever(Fig. 3, CC]) at the lower left and bottom

of the teaching machine advances the disk-mounted program

one frame at a time. The lock-step method which the machine

employs does not allow the student to go back and change his
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[A] original cestion IBifResponse Window

IC Advance Leverrr Answer F3 score Window

Fig. 3--The Cyclo-Teacher

answer, but upon each response made through a narrow rectang-

ular window(Fig. 3, [B)) and subsequent advance to the next

frame, he is allowed to view the original question through

another window(Fig. 3, (A')) along with the correct answer(Fig.

3, P]). Consequently he immediately learns whether the an-

swer he gave was correct or not. The student then scores
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Fig. 4--Skinner's machine

his response with either a C for correct or an X for incor-

rect onto a white disk(Fig. 5, [Al) designed to fit over the

prograQm(Fig. 5,f[B),which he reaches through a small oval

opening(Fi. 3, UE]) below his answer. This is the same disk

upon which his answer or response was marked; this method

A. Answer Wheel

B. Program Wheel

?Lg. 5--Program and answer wheels
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makes possible repeated use of a program. He repeats this

procedure until he has gone through one side of a programmed

disk called a cycle. Upon completing one side of the cycle

he may move on to the reverse side or repeat the first side,

should ie choose. This may be done by simply turning the

used answer wheel over or replacing it with a new one.

The Cyclo-Teacher was chosen for this study because of

its adaptability for new programming, lower costs in the de"

velopment and. production of programs, and the availability of

a sufficient number of machines which would allow adequate

testing of a new program.



CL4PTER III

THE PROGRAM

It is well to mention from the outset that there does

not seem to be any un iversal way of developing, testing and

validating programs. Scores of programming organizations,

using varyingT techniques and approaches, have brought on such

a condition, and quoting Phillip Leis, "it would be disas-

trous to try to crystallize the methodology so early in the

development of the field."

Designing a program is a grueling task. It is an ex-
ercise in logic, psychology, subject-matter expertise,
and sheer patience. No profession has cornered the
market on the qualities required to write a good ro-
gram, although the psychologist had a head start.

A program writer needs unusual perseverance, a lot of

time, access to a large number of students upon whom to test

his creations, and a thorough familiarity with the subject

matter he wishes to program. Programming is more than the

process of breaking down the tExtbook's organization into

finer detail, but the prograMMrer creates programs which like-

ly resemble io existing textbook. The real danger in this

Phillip Lewis, "Teaching Machines Have the Beat,"
Music Education Journal, XLIX (November-Decetber, 1962), 98.

2Susa*n Ieyer 'Karkle, "Insde the Teaching Machine,"
Saturday Review, XLIV (November 18, 1961), 66.

34
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kind of writing is that the program1mer may construct his

first steps in such a way as to bring a correct response

from the student even though the stimulus element was not

observed correctly. In this instance he may be correct and

still not learn. It is the programmer's task to anticipate

the student's need for restatement and review of earlier

material, for comparison and cross reference, and build these

into the program.

Properly defined objectives in unequivocal terms are

one of the most difficult aspects of program med instruction,

and certainly they are the most important. "An objective is

an intent communicated by a statement describing a proposed

change in r learner--a statement of what the learner is to

be like when he has successfully? completed a learning ex-

perience.A" This Kight also be called Terminal Behavior.

Behavior generally refers to any visible activity displayed

by the leamc,. Three basic objectives that ought to be con-

siderrd when Ariting a program are as follows:

1. Wht is it we ust teach?

2.. Ho' ill we kno iwhen TEhave taught it?

. vhat materials and procedures vill work best to
teach what we wish to teach?

There are several basic considerat ions which the pro-

sramer iust take into account before putting a program

3 obert Frank Mager, Prpring ObJectives for Program-
d Instruction, (San Francisco, 1962), p. 3.
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together. Perhaps his prime consideration must be the stu-

dent himself. Such factors as age, cultural background,

learning ability, prior experiences and education, and the

student's own expectation from the course will influence

the type of program that is developed. Attaining desired

results will be next in importance, for, if a course is de-

signed to teach reading ability in a language and produces

significant knowledge of punctuation, it is in dire need of

revision. Subject matter and teaching method may also make

it impossible to provide an orderly presentation because of

the very nature of the subject. Once over these obstacles,

one also must consider the cost. The style of a program is

largely a matter of preference, but may be decided by the

lack or availability of funds for the development of that

program.

Edward Fry stresses that one must not waste time pro-

gramming merely to teach rote material.4 Generally speaking,

the material ought to provide the broadest possible context

for information and relate to the student's personal ex-

periences. Suitable arrangement of data and skillfully

contrived problems make the student see the general princi-

ples involved in a particular instance and enables him to

extract them for application elsewhere. Fry further suggests

that the first trial should be with a rather small number of

Edward B. Fry, Teachin Machines and Programmed In-
struction, an Introduction, iNew York, T3), pp. F41.
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students in order to allow opportunity to talk about each
error. Unit and lesson divisions are very necessary for

attaining the goal of the program. It is through evaluation

that thE rogrammcer strengthens and revises his work.

The real trick for the programmer is to discover the

particular sE.quence of steps which will lead to the desired

results with the student. To accomplish this aim, the pro-

grammer employs devices often referred to as prompting, uin

and vanishIng: to lead the student through the steps of a pro-

gram to the desired results or terminal behavior. Prompting,
simply stated is "giving the answer away " Cuein is similar

in that it provides subtle hints as to the correct answer

without giving the whole answer away. During the course of

the program stimulus support for responses is gradually re-

moved in successive steps. This procedure is called vanish-

in; it also is frequently referred to as the technique of

adin.

Within every frame, items of information are skillfully

placed to lead the student to the terminal behavior. These

items have specific tasks to perform. The function and

classification of nine basic items are as follows:

1. Lead in items: item s that neither give new infor-ation or require rehearsal of old skills but the.unction is to orient the student to a problem andprepare him for other information.

2. Augmenting items: items which supply new information
to the student without requiring any relevant re-sponse. Any response required in such items areusually there to insure that the item will be read.
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3. Inter-lockin items: these require a student to re-view established skills while new information isbeing presented,

4. Rote review: these items present problems identicalto tose presented earlier. These should be avoidedwhen they are used only for syntactical variation.

5. Restated review: these items require rehearsal of aSI IIwhere the problem is restated in a differentsyntactical arrangement,

6. Delare review: these items not only require the stu-den7t to review, but also have information withdrawn
item to item.

7. Generalizing items: they present a verbal statementp Intig commonn characteristic of several spe-cific problems already presented to the student.

8. Speci:yin items: those which exemplify a general
rule in specific cases,

9. Dove-tailing items: items which require the studentto make separate responses to separable stimuli thatotherwise become confused.

One of the most important features of programmed in-
struction has been the student's freedom to set his own pace
in learning. Many experts have gone along with B. F. Skinner
and his belief that the student must set his own pace, but

after seven studies revealed that there was no difference be-
tween self and external pacing, views have begun to change.

C. R. Carpenter and L. P. Greenhill comparing an ex-ternally paced film-strip program in algebra with aself-paced teaching machine program found that no de-crement to learning resulted when the externally forcedDace was as much as 20 percent below and much as 10percent above the class's self-pacing average.5

1966) p 3Lee Garner, Programmed Instruction, (New York,1966)9 p.3



The final considerations which must be made before

work is begun on the program itself have to do with the se-
lection of a unit or units to be programmed. Jerome Lysaught
and Clarence Williams have set out guidelines in selecting
materials for programming as follows:

The programmer should--

1. remain in his own field(basic grounding needed in
each unit),

2. start with a simple approach and as fundamental asPossible(programming itself will assist in handlingmore difficult subject matter),

3. develop a program long enough to achieve objectives(confine time to complete course to shorter exer-cises: the sooner student sees fruits of his work,the sooner he senses accomplishment),

4. avoid a depressed level of learning(stay away fromareas of controversy or difficulty which might pro-duce adverse effects in the student),

5. f&lor a logical order(do not select unit whichcould raise problems of sequencing), and

6. meet the needs of special students.6

The Development of the Program

The effective public school music program is one inwhich music education is a continuous process fromgrades one through twelve. Only in the school systemwhere there is a planned and smooth continuity can themaximum educational benefits be attained.?

6Jerome P. Lysaught and Clarence M. Williams, A Guide tororm Instruction, (New York, 1963), p. 30-39.
7lusic for 4t Schools, Texas Education AgencyBulletin, qNoTTL3QkAuthiYH, TTh37. .
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The fact that a great many of our schools across the country

have not provided such a program as recommended by the Texas

Education Agency points up a need for something that will

fill the -ap. As the agency further acknowledges, "music

has outgrown its role as only an extra-curricular or recre-

ational activity."8 It has assumed a major role in the

development and well-being of the total individual.

If the ahild learns that learning, of itself, extends

the control over his environment, then learning will be im-

portant. EVery child has some sense of the importance of

learning because of his many experiences and how they serve

to increase 2Is range of control over the physical environ-

ment. Children like to learn. Normally they come to school
willingly and are happiest when they are successful doing

worthwhile things suited to their abilities and temperament.

These early years are the ones in which the child

achieves the greatest successes. If his world has been a

friendly and stimulating one, he will reach out for new ex-

periences, and it is often his earliest attitudes about learn-

ing which will go with him throughout school.

Most of the learning that takes place in the music pro-gram cooes through listening. All aspects of musicinvolve listening. It would hardly be possible to sing,or to respond to rhythm, or to play an instrument with-out the capacity to listen. Listening may be either
active or passive.9

8 Ibid., p. 1.

91bid. , p . 2.
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Possibilities for growth are hard to imagine when the audi-
tory presentation is considered in a supporting role with

programmed instruction.

Many adults and children prefer to listen to someoneread than to read for themselves; they find it more in-teresting and more informative. In addition, a spokenword can elicit emotional responses not easily achievedwith writing...and...spoken word is certainly an in-centive to listen and understand and the programmershould d, where necessary, harness this additional powerto his own program vehicle and use it to gain interestand teaching efficiency.10

Programmed instruction coupled with an audio presen-
tation appears to be the answer to a widespread need of many
schools and churches for an effective tool which can teach
the basic fundamentals of music with more efficient learning
and greater retention for boys and girls of primary age--

seven and eight-year-olds.

In order that purposeful progress might be made in the
development of textual material for the program, guidelines
set out by the Texas Education Agency for the development of
an effective music program in the second and third grades
have been followed. The guidelines for achievement of
fundamental skills in the second grade are as follows:

1. Recognize like and unlike phrases.

2. Learn the meaning of the staff and its use.

3. Learn to recognize scalewise melodic patterns.

10Edward B. Fry, Teaching Machines and Programmed In-structiongan Introduction, New York, 1T~b), p. 126.



4. Recognize melodic patterns in skips and thirds.

5. Learn letter names of lines and spaces of the trebleclef and staff.

6. Associate note values with music notation.

7. Associate notes of varying length with meaningful
symbols and movements.

8. Develop musical concepts...high-low, fast-slow,
loud-soft, and melodic direction.11

Many of the skills learned in the second grade are en-.

larged upon With emphasis on advanced knowledge. The follow-

ing is a list of goals for third grade boys and girls in

public school music:

1. Explore further the movement of tones--scalewise;
skips; repeated notes.

2. Acquire a music vocabulary.

3. Associate notes of varying lengths with meaningful
symbols.

4. Develop concepts of melodic movement--by steps;skips; repeated notes.1 2

When the goals have been defined, only one thing re-

mains--the construction of program units. Once the objec-

tives for such programming are established, one could do no

better than follow a checklist such as the one given for

first drafts by Susan Markle:

1 1usic InElementary Schools, pp. 12-18.

12Ibid., pp. 20-26.
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1. Fracms should be written clearly in good English.

2. What is said should be correct.

3. Frames should be organized into some kind of logical
order.

4. The response required of the student should be rel-
evant to the purpose of the frame. If the student is
to learn t sooriething, make him do it rather than
talk about doing it.

5. If the question is multiole-choice, it should test
the student's understanding of the material presented
and should provide reasonable nontrivial alterna-
tives.

6. Frames should be considered as units of information,
not as thirty words or less. C-Ive sufficient con-
text to Make clear what is being presented and what
is wanted.

7. Avoid introducing more points than can be responded
to in any one frame.

8. Use tJhe wastebasket and scissors liberally to elim-
1nate irrelevant material.

9. Keep various kinds of prompts in mind throughout.

10. As large a step towards mastery as the student can
reasonably be expected to take should be required
in each frame. Let empirical testing tell you where
a step is too large. Avoid irrelevant time consuming
,activities to a minimum. 1 3

The succeeding pages of this chapter will be devoted

to a presentation of the units of programming as developed

for testing with accompanying recorded dialogue and/or mus-

ical illustrations where their employment provide for great-

er understanding and clarity.

13susan meyer Markle, Good Frames and Bad: A Grammar of
Frame Writin Q. (New York, 1iTT, pp. 22727
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Four separate areas of emphasis make up the general

program, and each of these is broken down into smaller units

or cycles. The following is an outline of the program which

will be presented in the remaining pages of this chapter:

I. Basic Sounds and Rhythms
A. ound Sources(an introduction to the machine

and its operation)1 4

B. Rhythmic Interpretation 1 5

II. The Staff
A. The Staff and the Treble Clef

B. Names of the Lines and Spaces

III. Notes and heir Movement
A. Note Values

B. Note Movement: Steps and Skips; Phrases--
Like and Unlike16

IV. Musical Signs and Meteri?

14Recorded dialogue parallels the program on each page.
1 5Although music used in the audio portion of this cycleof the program is considered in public domain, it is feltthat the following acknowledgement be made for the source ofthe musical illustrations: Rosanna B. Saffran, First Book ofCreative ythms, New York, Rinehart and Co., i 09-"F

1ORecorded dialogue parallels the program on each page.

1?Recorded dialogue parallels the program on each page.



Program cycles

I'4)
(Dialogue as recorded) Soun are all about us. Some are
pleasant sounds. Others are not. Certain sounds which we
enjoy we call music. Other sounds such as thunder or a fire
siren we call noise. Let's play a game about sounds Take
your machine and let us discdver those sounds which you think
are musical.

Each picture will be marked witl either an X or an 0.
After listening to both sounds pictured, choose the one 7ou
think is more musical by marking either an X or an'O in the
answer box.

-r -- -- -Let's do the first frame
1.~ together. A frame is

what we will call each set
of sounds which is pic-
tured. Example X is a
piano. Listen(sound).
Example 0 is a door.
Listen(sound). Now, which
do you think is more mus-

x ical,X orO?

To see if your answer is
correct, move on to the
next frame or set of pic-
tures by moving the lever
at the bottom of the ma-
chine. It will show the
correct answer and your
answer. If yours is dif-
ferent, score a cross mark
in the round opening just
below your answer. is
your answer different? If
it is, score a cross iark
in the round opening and
then look at the frame a-
gain before going on to
the next to see why you
might have chosen the
other example. If you are
correct, score a letter C
in the opening. This C
means that your answer was
correct.

45
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Listen to the examples in
frame number four. Sound
X(sound); sound Q(sound).
Move on to the next frame
and check your answer with
the right answer. Score a
cross mark if it is dif-
ferent and a C fo~r
correct.

Listen to the examples in
frame number two. Remem-
ber, mark either an X or
an 0 AFTER you have heard
both sounds. Sound X
(sound); sound _0(sound).
Which is more musical?
Move on to the next frame
so that you' may check your
answer. If your answer is
the same, score a letter C
in. the round opening. Is
your answer different? If
so, score a cross mark.
See why your answer was
different before going on.

Listen to the examples in
frame number three.
Choose either N or 0.
Sound X(sound); sound 0
soundd. Was your answer
the same as the one given?
If it was, score a C ini
the round opening. If
your answer was different,
score a cross mark and
then check back'.'to see
why yours was not the
same.



xm

01

.1 -- . I--

5.

0

6.

0

Listen to the examples in
frame number five. X
(sound); O(sound). Check
your answer and score
yourself.

These are the examples in
frame number six. X
(sound); O(sound). Check
your answer and score.

7.

x

_____________________________ .9 I-~.

These are the examples, in
frame number seven. X
(sound); O(sound). Check
your answer and score.

47
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I

a
V (

1~

0

8.

x

n-fl-a

21 I

-a-----tL- .E-

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

X(sound); 0(sound).
Score.

-a---

- ( -~--~, t

- ~- - C

/

10.

0

-- mn-n----n-i--m

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

48

9. a



X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

x

0

12.

0

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

x/

0

13.

0

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

x 11.

49

0

-
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X(sound); 0(sound).
14. Score.

X(sound); O(sound).

x15- Score.

0

X(sound); O(sound).
16. Score.

0

- -- -- -.I giyg.1-- -. ---X'isoun-d--)--;" O .-s-o.u.nd)-.



A2

17.

0

-n-Na-

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

xN

0

18.

0

- - m - r

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

K

0

19.

x

n - r n - - - - pL _

X(sound); 0(sound).
Score.

51
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x

0

20

0

U Fma m _ a - fl f

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

21

x

Mmu m1- ain-a1aflI -

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

22.

x

banaareeasn.u lsii isam n mgas-i nm -. - -4 -m mm-a- -n -a

X(sound); O(sound) .
Score.

52

x
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u':1

1 
uit-

23.

0

-4-a--rn

X(sound); 0(sound).
Score.

X(sound);
Score.

0(sound).

-a-

K

K

- . - - - -0A1

X(sound); 0(sound).
Scored

0

53

24.

0

0

////

25.0



Wy'1

26.

x

-a-nfl--a--.'

X(sound.); O(sound).
Score.

x

(

271.

x

n-a

X (sound)0; O(sound).
Score.

-a-

28.

0

0a

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

54
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a-

/4

0

29.

x

---- a

X(sound); 0(sound).
Score.

* t

30.

0

- a - - - -'__

X(sound); O(sound).
Score.

I,(B)

(Dialogue as recorded) Music makes us feel many things.
Music can make us sad or happy. It can make us feel as
though we are riding a horse, skipping or moving in some
other way. We enjoy music because it can make us feel so
many different ways.

Look at the pictures marked X and 0 as the music is
played. Choose the picture which best shows how the music
makes you feel.

55
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Ix

04,

-m--mu--m~- a'

1 *

I

In number one, do you feel-
as though you are walking;
as in X or gallo2ing as in
0? Listen and then dee-
cide.
Number one.

Musical example used in frame number one:

AIR
(STATF Y WALK)

Moderately slowly

Henry Purcell

I ~
__-I--f

____ _ __ ____ ___ ___IAir~

oxa-

-4-

I

I



P 2.

0

-- J .ininmm

Are you runninE or slid-
? 

rig?

Number two.

Musical example used in frame number two:

TAMBOURIN
Louis-Claude Daquin

F ast

'4%

I, -I

57
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z4

0
____ ___ ____ ___ ___ -1--

3.

0

Are you walk or sk

Number three.

,usical example used in frame number three:

AIR

(STATELY WALK)

Moderately slowly

I _111_

7
-~

Henry Purcell

7Iiiim

58
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Are you running or wa-T-

Number four.

Musical example

Fast

used in frame number four:

TAMBOIRIN
Louis-Claude Daquin

I I ~ I II

x

59

4.

x

All 7

_LJ 
_LL1L--- - F -

INN

...........



/

0

5.

0

Are you walking or run-

Number five.

musical example used in frame number five:

GERMAN DANCE NO. 6
from "Seven German Dances"

Franz Joseph Haydn

x

60

(TIPTOE WALK)

Moderately fast

-4-I

#1
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Are you walkinZ and run-
x 6. ninZ or bouncing?

Number six.

X

iusical example used in frame number six:

CHILDREN'S BALLET

PAR TI (BASIC WALK) Daniel Gottlob Turk
Moderately

PAflT 1 (BASIC RUN)

Fast



710
Are you all22Pn or

Number seven.

Musical example used in f rame number seven:

from LIGHT CAVALRY OVERTURE
Franz von Suppe

Moderately fast___ _______

0r

62

I

-I I 1T

I i mad
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0W 8.

0

u - m- r n U - -

Are you marching or ski-
ping?
Number eight.

Musical example used in frame number eight:

PRINCES MARCH
Anthony Young

Moderately

04_

7-Alt

I



9.

0

Are you 2al2i-ng or
walking?
Number nine.

Musical example used in frame number nine:

from LIGHT CAVALRY OVERTURE
Franz von Supp6

Moderately fast

-do d _

64

x

0

611

1L - - - -



NOO

10.

L.T

Are you marching or
bouncing?
Number ten.

musical example used in frame number ten:

PRINCE'S MARCH
Anthony Young

Moderately

V_ -- -- A -

65



K .

a

11.

x

Are you alloping or
slidi?
Number 11.

Musical example used in frame number eleven:

HIGHLAND SCHOTTISCHE
Scottish Folk Tune

I I

----- ----

66

Fast

go

L 1I

iitru fl

omm

---MEN



xo
12.

0

Are you walking and run-
ning or allopin?
Number twelve.

Musical example used in frame number twelve:

CHILDREN'S BALLET

PrT I (nBASIC WALK) Daniel Gottlob TUrk
Moderately

P"AT I (BASIC RUN)

Fast

-.. %

67

0



13.x

h) //

Are you boun or slid-

N g?
Number thirteen.

Musical example used in frame number thirteen:

FIRST DANCE
Dmitri Kabalevsky

Moderately

tX - -- ~4F

kr ~ 410

_ _ _ _--- -in

68
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x

a

14.

0

Are you sliding or bouno-

Number fourteen.

Musical example used in frame number fourteen:

THE MUSICAL BOX
Op. 140, No. 8

Cornelius Gurlitt
Moderately fast

fly, _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,9Iwo

RU__Ei

AOL
66 v -,e-,%- --- -. - - -,

c IT-
L

7-72 ----

L



x

0

15.
Are you boucin or g i-

loping?
Number fifteen.

Musical example used in frame number fifteen:

FIRST DANCE
Dmitri Kabalevsky

Moderately

* a

I ~ Iffi- -- IRol'r

70

An Alk

'10

Li
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-

fl4

- -- U-

16.

x

Are you walk or bounc-

i ng?
Number sixteen.

Musical example used in frame number sixteen:

GERMAN DANCE NO. 6
from "Seven German Dances"

Franz Joseph Haydn(TIPTOE WALK)

Moderately fast

___ ~L4
0E

Air
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17.
Are you running or slid--

Number seventeen.

CL 1

Musical example usedIn frame number number seventeen:

THE DANCING MASTER
(TIPTOE RUN)

Moderately fast

Daniel Gottlob TUrk

~___

x



x

0

18.

x

-- i P m -

Are you a~llo2in or
marching?
Number eighteen.

Musical example used in frame number eighteen:

CURIOUS STORY -

Fast

LEE3E --- I ~ZZ Z~ I ~

9 7~7-

73

Stephen Heller

I- LL4~

I ~ t3 ~ AL

1I.

t - - -A-,APNI
boommolmomm - t : i

11

F



19.
j Are you marching or skip-

,i.nng?
Nurrber nineteen.

Musical example used in frame number nineteen:

KING WILLIAM'S MARCH

Moderately

Jeremiah Clarke

~-c~z~ ~TN
lop,

EfE
............ 4p

ar, F t-
I j I

mw---

0

74
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20.

-u-u--T'-

Are you leaping or push-
Ne aned puln
Number twenty.

Musical example used in frame number twenty:

(

WILL-O'-TIIE WISP
Op. 140, No. 15

Cornelius Gurlitt

Moderately fast

00 j 
--- -

prr -to~

4L~UE ~_ _* _

75
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21.

I

Are you bending and
stretching or allop-
Nng?
Number twenty-one .

Musical example used in frame number twenty-one:

BAGATELLE
Ludwig van Beethoven

Moderately

MfP

41 
1
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Are you leapin or wal-
x 22.ing?

Number twenty-two.

0

Musical example used in frame number twenty-two:

WILLO-TJE WISP
Op. 140, No.15

Cornelius Gurltt

Moderately fast
.........

37 __ _

~L::YI~Ir~7:zi=
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Are you swingng or run-
23.nn?

Number twenty-three.

x

Musical example used in frame number twenty-three:

PASTORALE

slowly Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach

Mf



24.
Are you hopping or march-

Ng?
Number twenty-four.

usical example used in frame number twenty-four:

FOUR HANDLERS, NO. I

fProm "Hommnage ax Belles Viennoises"
Franz Schubert

404

79

All

0



rJ

/, / /

25.
Are you bendn an
stretching or walking?
Number twenty-five.

example used in frame number twenty-five:

MENUETTO
front Viennese Sonatina 1

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Moderately
A is'0

___

80

Musical

-



26.

x r

Are you tumbiin or
bounc n?
Number -twenty-osix.

Musical example used in frame number twenty-six:

FOR ELISE
Ludwig van Beethoven

Moderately

81

I
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I
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27.x-

"2

Are you pu shin and pull-
or leapinZ?

Number twenty-seven.

Musical example used in frame number twenty- seven:

SARABANDE
Johann Jakob de Neufville

Slowly

/I

I

=--7

40



Are you sking or
twisting anturning?
Number twenty-eight.

Musical example usod in frame number twenty-eight:

FORLANA
Jacques Aubert

Moderately

I~- itY~JZLI-~~'-1----

__:_-

83

28.

0

V-Z

nv I

*TU

I
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29.
Are you twist and
turning or bouncing?
Number twenty-nine.

Musical example used in frame number twenty-nine:

GERMAN DANCE

Moderately

Ludwig van Beethoven

I i i A i

Now

Tk

71

s 1 wr oil

x7

I I



- 9u. i

30.

x

Are you slid or gal-
lopin ?
Number thirty.

Musical example used in frame number thirty:

PAPILLONS
Op. 2, No. 10

Robert Schumann

Slowly

f7 UIr

85
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II. (A)

We read musio from the staff.

This tPaff helps us when we
read music.

The staff is made of five(5)
lines.

4

These f lines help make
up the .

1.

Staff

2.

5, staff

U- ~ U-

The S helps us when we
read music.

There are lines on the
musical sta?7

3,

staff, 5

-U----- , -

1



The staff is mlde of more
than five(5) lines.07;:.

.--2

There are also four(4) spaces.
The is made of five

I~ns'a spaces.

-~ , ~-

2

The a made up of
lines an spaces.

At the beginning of the staff
we find a sign called a clef
sign. Without this sign musio
means nothing.

The sign at the beginning of
the staff is called a C
sign.

1r1L J

87

4.

staff, 4

5,

6.

Olef

.f1lMM.i --1IIf~ --



This olef sign is called a
Treble clef. Pecause treble
means high, this C is
used on music for higher voices
and instruments.

The clef sign used for higher
voices and instruments is
called a Tr. clef.-

7.

clef, treble

u-n-n----- , -mm

The treble clef helps us when
we read music by giving a
name to every line and space.

We can find the names of
every line and space because
the T_4__C helps us.

The treble Clef gives names
to the - and

The lines and spaces get their
names from the ___ ,...,m

~n-mnumanmm~aC

8.

treble, clef

90

lines, spaces,
treble olef

88



There are' lines and
spaces which iake up the. .

-. _-- ---- I

These same kinei and spaces
are named by the C S
found at the begin n goTte

- ~ -- -

The clef sign which we use
for higher voices and instru-
ments is called the T
C

89

10.

5, 4, staff

li.

olef sign,
staff

treble olef

NNW

1LI



Te helps us when we
readC usZ.

13.

staff

.n - - -b-I-- mn----

There are lines and
spaces on the musloal

14.

5, 4, staff

- n r-n--1 - - a~ U

15.

clef, treble clef,
spaces, staff

*- m a n n -,- i ~ i

90

This sign is also called
the and helps to
nametW'h1ne and Of
the musical__ _

.uIJ_ irr



Another name for the treble
clef is the 0 clef It is
called the a clef because it
shows us where the 0 le is
on the'staff.

G

The treble olef is also 0al1-
ed the o ef.

G

The treble clef is called
the G clef because It shows
the line.

- --------

The ower loop of the treble
clef always curls around the
second line, or the G line.

G- -(second line)

The second line of the staff
is the line.

16.

17.

G

18.

G

- i - - - - I I -

91

G



-a-I

(fifth line)-
(four th line )--
(third line)--

G - (second line)-
(first line)-

The s- --- of the treble
etfTf7T cfliTd the _.line.

- --- r

19.

second line,
G

The treble clef helps you to
nae the . . and by
showing the G line.

fifth line)-
(fourth line)-
(third line )-

G - second line)-
(first line)-

The second line of the treble
staff is called the line.

20.

lines, spaces,
0

n-a--a'--- An--

In reading music, we use only
the letters A through G in the
alphabet.

F-

Going up the staff we find
the lines and spaces alphabet-
ically A through 0. Once the
G line is found on the second
line, the spao. above will be
named _.

21.

A

m m m an ~ .4 f -M-N-

92



Every line and space is named
in alphabetical order, A
through G. Lines and spaceS
going down are named in BACK-
WARD alphabetical order.

G

In B------order, the space
below G is and the next
line is .0

-U--- I'

The treble clef sign gives
names to the &
of the staff.""fs impiornt
duty is to name the line.
Once the second linelis been
found, the other lines and
spaces can be named.

23.

lines, spaces
G

The lines and spaces above the
g line are named with letters

through in alphabetical
order. The~lines and spaces
below the g line are named in
b alphabetical order.

-a- A

24.

A, G, backward

93

22.

backward,
F, E

JI"____

"iii__

__11



L DY7

Name the missing lines and
apaces marked with question
marks.

(fif th line).-
(fourth line)-
(third line)-
(second line)-.
(first line)..

Since the second line on the
staff is G, the first line
is -0the third line is ,
the fourth line is __, and
the fifth line is .

mm- w

Using the alphabetical rule,
you can also name the spaces
on the staff. The first space
is , the second is the
th ii is_, and the ? rth is

94

25.

P, B, C, F

26.

E, B, D, F

2?.

F, A, C

WON W~

-1

r1



D
SB

GoIng up the staff$ name the
names of the lines and spaces
not given.

flflinnNow"

The lines and spaces are named
in alphabetical order above
the __ line. The naming of
lines and spaces below the
line follows order.

1a aLnn. -a.

The most important duty of the
treble or __ clef Is the as-
ing of the am ____
the staff.

- m - -- --- ,j- -

28.

95

E, G, C, F

29.

G, G,
backward

30 .

G, Linea,
spaces

MON

----- -r-___1___
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II.(B)

We are able to read music
from the staff because the
t _ names the lines
and spaces

(second line)

The second line is the
line.

1.

treble clef#'
G

The lines and spaces above
the G line are alphabetical

through

GA

Lines and spaces below the G
line are in alpha-
betical order.

_____________________11--

Naming of the lines and spaces
does not stop with the.. lines
and spaces of the regular
staf?

-A -
-PG

GG
CD-

C SE
Extra lines & spaces are added
abova and b'low the regular
sar- ~~ .

30

5 4., above,
below

4mem

2.

G, backward

ILJUL



Extra lines and spaces added
a---a and b---w the regular
staff are ~Tlso named w I t h
letters A through G.

-A-
F

B

The lines and, spaces added
above and below are also named
with letters _.,through ...

4.

above, below,
A, G

- ., m-,. - -- 1 .- -- . . -4 -- -. .O

-A-

D

-C-

The letters throu h are
also used in naming lines and
spaces a and b_ the
regular BERT.

5.

A, G,
above, below

I ~

The name of the added Line and
space below the regular staff
are C and D.

A-

SE

-CC

The names of the added space
and line above, the staff are

& _ _

G, A

& -I.

97



The first apace below the
staff I -I@

G

_?D

The first line below the
staff is

7.

8.

C

. .. .

9,

G

a~

98

The fIrst space above the
staff is .

ii1i

i*fluru - - -- --



The first line above the
staff is .

-J1U- IJ 1 1

F

G

c

The treble olef gives the names
to the and of
the staM

11.

lines, spaces

12.

G, second,
G

-_ . - I~p-- ----t - S

99

10.

A

,(secondline)

The treble Olef is sometimes
called the Olef because
it names the ... line as
line_

L1LI T

m -
1-----Ljl



Because we know the name of the

second line, we are able to
find the name of the first line

by using alphabetical
order.

(lrqt line)

The name of the first line is

called ._

-~--~ N-U-

The first space below the
staff is called -.

100

13.

backward E

The name of the first line
below the staff is called _#

15.

C

amrt. .-- r

-uNur- -T- -- 1Un "-- 1 --------

14.#



The name of the fif th line
is called .

The name of the space above
the regular staff is called

176

G

. E~m-

18.

A

~-"mom"

16.

101

The name of the first line
above the regular staff is
called .

F



The staUf is made of lines
and spaces, we the
spaces of the statf
and .

a

The third line on the staff is
called .

a

19.

5t 4,
F, A, C, E

20.

B

21.

F, A, D, A

102

Name the lines and spaces
marked with question marks.

NOONAN



A

High voices or instruments
uSe the Olaf sign.

-I

The lines and spaces of the
staff follow in alphabetical
order through

third saoe 7

The noe
Is .

23.

At G

2

'103

22.

Treble or G

of the third spate

JV

"JsLTIL -I- 
1E yi r



By using backward alphabetical
order name the third line.

_third line )---9

What will the second space be
named?

The s--- helps Us when we
read music.

The 
staff 

is made 
up of -

The gtaff is ma up of
_ and s

'tN1 x1

-r- - - -.i

104

25.

Bo A

26 .

staff

27.

five lines,
four spaces

iuur

liur11w T T 1L

OWN



Extra and are
added a3 and below the taftf

b

28.

lines, spaces

The added space and line above
the staff are & .

phe added line and space' be.
low the staff are __ & -- '

ama the aieelng 
lines or apace.

Name the missing lines or space*
starting from the bottom,

9

a

30.

C, D,E, F,
G, B, D, E,

G

105

29.

G, A,
C, D

I ---



Notes are put on the staff to
show us the sound of song.

N

The sound of a song is shown
by N s

mu-~-Sa-

There are many kinds of N_._
These are the notes that you
will be using.

)J 0'

These notes help us by showing
the s of a song.

S - n - n- - -

Some notes
and others
sounds.

show us long sounds
show Us shorter

Notes oan either be 1 g o
ski t r.

-n--n

:30

long;,
shorter

io6

III.(A)

1.

Notes

2.

Notes;sound



Which one of the examples has
the longer notes? '

OI Ia 0

o"- --

These I g notes we will call

These I g notes we will call
W A L Y. G notes.

4jjJ
fa !3 notes
quarter notes.

are also called

nm-~n- C

These quarter notes are also
called w g notes. They
are longer than notes we will
call R U N N I N G notes.

-n- E -.--- n a .

10?

4.

5.

long;
walking

6.

walking



--- g notes are also called
eighth notes.

The 'e--hth note is shorter
than the qu--t-r note or walk-
ing note.

70

Running;
eighth;

quarter

-- - - . -,--- -1--1- -1 -.C --- I m a n n --I - .I I Oa N

The words walking and running;
are really nikcnames for the
notes. They help us feel how
long the notes are.

The walking note is called

a note. The running

note (J)ts called an

note.

These notes are q notes.

A ( - I - .. .. ..m. - - --

These notes put on a staff Show
us the s d of song.

8.

quarter;
eighth

TLa

90

quarter;
sound

L1 I .r 1C

108



Show how long these notes are
by drawing a line for each
note.

Draw a long line for a long
note and a short line for a
short note.

10.

amma l.m a a a

-a -1

Show how long these notes are
by drawing a line for each
note.

Use a long line for a long
note and A short line for a
short note

11.

ONa am a wa

a ~ ~ an . IMT iIJ-

Draw lines which will show

Draw lines which will Show
how long each note is.

) sy

12.

n.m-ag-s.-- I mnnnnnan

109



The nickname used to help us
feel this note is note.

The real name given to this
note is note.

- --- -&

The nickname used to help us
feel this note is note.

The real name given to this
note is note.

es-rn------ 4 Mm-

There are many kinds of notes.
Some are and others
are shorter.

They help us in musio by show-
ing the of songs.

~rnin lin 
M

I m m ~ ~ PON

110

13.

walking;
quarter

14.

running;
eighth

15V

long;
Bound

wow



There are many kinds of notes.
Some notes are _.._and others

are .

0

. - ---- ". b1 --- - . .. -- I INm

Which one of the examples has
shorter notes?

*lCw/

Which one of the exampleS h&*
the longer notes

x - -a

111

16.

long;
shorter

17.

IL~U J Lr

18.

I

LI-

-f



A new note whioh we will call
a GLIDING note is 1 r than
the walking note aalld t"h
4 .-rt-r note,

I j I I ,I I

~inu~ .~m~m

Like the other notes, the
Gliding note has another name
too. It Is called a HALF note.

The HALF note is called the
G g note.

Show how long these half notes
are by drawing a line for
eaoh nott.

Draw a long line for a long
note and a short line for a
short note.

~-.-----~ U ~U~*U~
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19.

longer;
quarter

20.

gliding

!.:j

-am -mom

-- _--1jL __r - liJu



Draw lines which will show
how long each of the notes
Is,

22.

j. n-m s--n

Which one of the exaspie has
the longer noteS?

0

0

_____________________________________________

The longest note of all is
the whole note. It sounds as
long as four(4) quarter notes
put together.

The note equals

quarter notes.

23.

0

24

fourecr 4

& -n-n

113



Whioh one of the examples has
the longer notes?

x

0

The longer note is called the
w a note.

Some notes are and
some are . Draw a line
to show how long the notes
are.

hich one of the example' has
the shorter notes? . is the
shorter.

xtoh
0

The longer note is called
the note.

S
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25.

whole

26

long;
shorter

27.

half



The notes in example (X) are
notes.

x

,f1 ,p

SI

The note in example (0) is a
note.

The notes in example (X) are
notes.

0

The note In example (0) is a
note.

290

-af I

Whole

-~~m-~-- S

30.

notes

115

28.

eighth;
quarter

f A~I'T I d A I

We are able to know how a
song sounds by the
on the staff.

LULffi1I --

.70)
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III.(B)

(Dialogue as recorded) We have learned that notes are long
and some are shorter. Notes do have another purpose. Notes
have direction. They move up and they move down.

These notes are moving

1.

up

Listen to this musical ex-
ample and follow it in
frame number one to see if
the music is moving up or
down.

Often music we sing seems to go both up and down, but the
real movement of the song can be seen to go in a definite
direction. Always remember to look at the round part of the
note to find the direction of the music.

2.

down

aamannaasnnl

Music in this example is
moving in what direction?
Is it going up or down?

Notes in this example are
moving &

-lip - -
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s oving

3.

up; down

Music in example X is
moving where? Is it going
up or down? Music in ex-
ample 0 is moving in what
direction, up or down?

IF1 '-

This us o IS moving up in
s ---

4t.

Steps

inaammn m ina--n

Music often moves in the
same way as we climb
stairs, in.steps. How
does the music in the ex-
ample move?

-- -

These notes are oflng In

5,

skips

Usually we use stairs by
going from one step to
the next, but sometimes
when we are in a hurry,
we. skip steps. Music does
this too. How is the
music in this example
moving?
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x

Whoh eXaMple i0n mving UP
by step?

6.

p

We've learned that notes
can go up and also down.
Let's look at the example
and decide how the notes
move upi

0

Whiah exAmpIf iS moving up by
skip?

7.

x

C

Look at each example as it
is played and then select
the example which answers
the question.

Which piir of 'note. Lto moving
down bY Skip?

8.

0

ii-

Notes can also skip and
step down as well as up.
Look at the examples as
you hear them played and.
choose the one you feel
answers the question.

MNO"

WAWMW
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LC~i I I f~ V 41

The notes parked with arrows
are moving on the 5. line
or spoke.

9.

same

We don't want to, forget
that while notes go up
and down, they sometimes
stay on the same line or
space. Look at the ex-
amples and answer the
question.

C 4

Which oes down by skip? (At
Do C; or D.)

10.
Listen as each of, the ex-
amples is played and
choose the one which moves
down by skip! Ex. A, ex.
B, ex. C, ex. D.. Which
one moves down by skip?

At

D

Which goes p9 by step? (At
Bt C; or D.)

11l

___________________________________ &

Listen again as the ex-
amples are played and
choose the one which moves
up by step A, B, C, D.

-OMWAWM

-0-1-
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A B

c D

VhIoh notes are the ease? (Al
B; C; or D)

12.
Listen Which stays the
same?

At~ r ;

&eas Nes w* stay the samte.
Mare__& satoe by step,

13.

land ;
2 and

-mm--- S ~m~~-m-m

Listen closely as you look
at the part of a well
known song which shows
some of the things we have
been learning i

14.

steps

-umai-"

This musical selection is
a good example of a cer-
tain kind of movement.
Even though you may see
other kinds of movement,
you will see more of one
kind than others.

Most of the notes in this song
move by cps.

1__ 1 -.

- --- Mmmomm

I
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More of' the notes in this
Song move by p thsn any
other way.

15.

skips

-i-ai n n-- -n4n n

Though there is more than
one kind of movement in
this music, there will be
more of one than any
other kind.

Stopi Open your machine and turn both the big wheel and the
answer wheel over. Get ready for the next frames.

You have learned that sentences are put together to make a
paragraph. A song is like a paragraph because it too is
made of many parts called phrases.

Listen to the first
phrase. of Row Your Boat!

phrase;
up

.- n-nm--r

most of the, notes In this
phS are Oving .
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This part of a song is called
a ph

res.t of the notes In this
example are 1sOViflg

17.

phrase;
down

- n-urJEI - n &J

Look closely as you hear
this music and decide in
what direction it is mov-
ing.

Remember to answer all blanks in the frame before going on.

Notes move in many directions within a song. The movement
of these notes help to make the sound of a phrase. There are
many phrases which make up a song. Sometimes they sound the
same and sometimes they do not.

0

lihich not** areIlke the
notes ia the ersaple? X or 0?

18.

-man--na & i-a-nfl-

Learn to look for those
notes which are alike and
those which are different.

I

1 -c-- - - -----

WOWAMO

r--
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_C
Which notes * *not lethe
notesti t eneraple? X or 0?

19.

x

4-umnow

Phrases are not always a-
like. It is the notes
within a phrase that make
it like or' unlike another
phrase. Look carefully to
see these changes.

x1 0

Which note. -areIlike the
eIamPle at the top? X or 0?

20.

0

- -m ai* iI -- a

Notes within a
only move, but
stay the same.
0.

phrase not
sometimes
Ex. X; ex.

21.

like

mm-~-- I.

Look at the phrases as
you listen and decide
whether the phrases are
like or unlike. Tne
phrase at the top will be
played first.I -*

Are those phrases Like or
Unlike?

SOON"
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These are u -- phrases!

22.

unlike

4-. - ---

Listen!
unlike?

Are they like or

These phrases are
phrases.

23.

like

Are these phrases like or
unlike?

i n ~ n m m I ---I --- .ok"omo

24.

up; step

Within a phrase notes may
go in many directions.
Some notes step and others
skip, while others stay on
the same line or space.
What are the notes with
the arrow markings doing?

The notes are mOing.._ by
ON*
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The noto are moving by

25.

down
skip

* ininago"

How are the notes In this
example moving?

These notes are moving
by

-~-m---~ 4

27.

phrases
unlike

26

up; skip

These p are U

WAWO

WON



The se p . are
phrases.

L~V I - I1'

28.

phrases;
Ilke

Listen to the examples.
The top will be played
first.

We can see the direction of
a phrase by seeing where m
of the n___ move.

This song Is moving

~mg- 4

This emall part of a song is
called a

The movement of this part of
a song Is,

4

126

29.

mostsnotes,
up

30 .

phrase;
down

#

dp i v pip

jr - . I- -- - I - . - I - Mk"M

.- - "W--. - - -- - ISFIM

14 a 0vl--A ,
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IV.

(Dialogue as recorded) All that you have learned so far will
mean very little unless you are able to understand how the
song writer wants his music to sound.

Signs in music help in the same way as the signs along
the highway help us travel from town to town. If we use them
wisely and obey their direction, we arrive safely and happily
at the end of our journey.

The tar line divides the notes
on the staff Into groupsecalled
MEASURES.

measures

bar n

B Les divide the staff
into Meesures.

ie

bar lines

- u~ n -r n - -. whom-

One such sign is the bar
line.
Number one.

ninn.nunamnbinmsSfl

2.

measure

Number two.

The space between the b"r lines
is called a a a e.
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The DOUL 1 BAR arks thle end
of a very special me re

/ /

bar line double bar line

The double bar line has an

important duty. It marks the
end of A song.

3.

measure

Another kind of bar line
is a very important sign
to know when we sing.
This sign is called the
double bar line.
Number three.

The lines divide the notes
on t~ei staff into groups oall-
ad M

The double bar become a_repemt
sigrn when two dots are added.

The double bar line is now
called a r t sign,

Number four.

bar,
measures

5,

repeat

With the addition of two
dots, the double bar line
becomes a way of telling
You to repeat. Look at
the example as it is
played.
Number five.

I - -- --- 11----., -- --. -.-- I--- - --- --- - - -- -- I . 1 .111 11

Ti

- -

4.



A

c

ich one of the
a repeat sign?

e s

examples shows

-n---~ 4

6.
Number six.

AB

D

1oh example shows a bar line?

____-_-_---l----_-__I_-__________

7.
Number seven.

The sign that has a lot to do with how the measure will look
is called a time signature. This sign is seen most oftenbe-
cause it is the two numbers which you see at the beginning
of a song.

129

.- I-- -
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The two numbers at the begin-
ning of a song are called a
T signature. They tell us
i1l ere is going to be two,
three or our beats ih eaeF
ea sure.

__________________________________________________-n-

8.

time

The sign tells how many
beats or counts are in
each measure. Before an-
swering the questions in
the frame, listen to the
example played.
Number eight.

9,

time

Now, listen again as you
look at the frame.
Number nine.

This t signature moves in
2's because you can count ONE-
two in each measure.

r.
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I

2
4

3

10.

x

_____________________________ .1 ~

Listen to the music played
and decide if it is being
played in two as in ex-
ample X or in three as in
example 0.
Number ten.

Musical example used in frame number ten:

RUSSIAN FOLK SONG

Moderately

j _ __;

Ludwig van Beethoven

E Eff-

iEI t I -

do

74diPr
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x

3
4

4
0

11.

_I-

Is this music in two or
three? Listen and decide
if it is time signature X
or 0.
Number eleven.

Musical example used in frame number eleven:

GALLOPING
from Op. 89

Dmitri Kabalevsky

Moderately fast

- -'Ida



The t We ntur ave
how m eat are in each

n it tells us that the
-sTiF - T m oyiflR in

12.

measure,
2 or 2s

_I-UJ P

Listen to the example I
Number twelve.,

!nch measure In this example is
*oving in . ensure are
made when the autiO is divided
by .. -

I

13.

3 or 3's,
bar lines

Listen!
Number thirteen.

The double bar shows the
of a son,.

14.

end

u n -- I - - - -

Listen!
Number fourteen.

133



Tis musical example In two
has a special sign which asks
that you r the song.

- a

15.

repeat

Listen
Number fifteen.

Now that you have discovered some of the signs in music, you
are learning to sing with expression. We say this because
now you are beginning to learn how to sing a song writer's
song just as he meant for it to be sung

16.

4 or 4's,
bar line s

Listen!
Number sixteen.

134

ThAs example in is divided
by

-MWMW

*uv- " - - -- --
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The signj come"' from a word

which means loud.

)sio which uses this si should

sound 1 d. P should be used
when the Music neads to be soft.

Expression signs are
shortened so that they can
be placed on the staff.
LiqitentI
Number seventeen.

17.

This suo should have a S
sound.

-- a

18.

soft

By looking at the sign,
how would you sing this
music? Listen
Number eighteen.

F
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19.

xp

- _ I_ __

Listen to this musical ex-
ample Is it loud or soft
in sound?
Number nineteen.

Musical example used in frame number nineteen:

TRUMPET TUNE
(STATELY MARCH)

Moderately slowly

i -t

Henry Purcell

x

AN.

Lop- I F-AM

I
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By looking at the eign( P) we
"an see that the sound o

this music IS

p Aa
A

The new sign, D.C.# comes from
a word t*at means to-REPEAT
FROM THE BEGINNING.

20.

sort

-. ~-- I -ni-uJ

By looking carefully at
the sign we can learn how
the writer wants us to
sing his music. If you
look again, you will find
a new sign which is used
with the repeat sign.
Look closely as you work
the frame.
Number twenty.

When we see this sign we
repeat the song from the kZgIn-

This sign. comes from a word
which means to t t from
the be__nnng.

21.

repeat,
beginning

-'-fl-a--. I -n-

Number twenty-one.

The new ign(D.S.) tells Yo U to
repeat from t his signi

TIhe sign D.. eans to rpa
from the b ng

22.

beginning

-.-- n--..~ & l-nmnm--I-

Sometimes the song writer
does not want to go all
the way back to the be-
ginning but would like to
repeat a certain phrase
or group of phrases. To
do this he uses another
kind of repeat sign.
Look carefully and see if
you can find the new sign.
Number twenty-two.



The sign D.S. means to repeat
fros the a

This (4) is the a n from
which you r t.

23.

sign, n
re-eat

- a - - - - I m --- om

Number twenty-three.

One thing that is important in music is the note itself . We
have learned that music is made of many phrases. In each
phrase or group, the note may skip, step, or stay the same,
but each one is very important to the whole group.

There are t..wo rmsical signs that help us know how notes need
to Tove. One s;Jn lowers the note and another may raise it.

A FLAT(V) is the name given
to the sign which lowers a
note.

A th .

A t lowers the note.

24.

f lat

Look at example 11 It
shows B on the staff and
on the piano. ExaMple 2
shows us what happens
when we have to flat the
note B.
Number twenty-four.

138
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Look once again at the frame and see how we will change
another note. This time we will raise the note.

A SHA R Is used to raise
a not

As p raises the note.

25.

sharp

_a-

Example 1 shows the note F
on the staf f and on the
piano. Example 2 will
show what happens when a
sharp is used to raise
the note, both on the
staff and'on the piano.
Number twenty-five.

The ey on this note will
rnI e the sound of the note.

The f t on this note will
lwj trIe sound of the note.

26.

sharp, raise,
flat, lower

- -0-,n--- a - a

Number twenty-six.

When we see the, oal sgnM
we know that the sound of

t fi song is ,,t.

Some notes are ( ) ed in
this music. The sign aa the
end tells us to r..... from
the s.a

27.

soft, lowered,
repeat, sign

-~ JmIn-nm

ListenI
Number twenty- seven.



f tells as that the music
will be d.

LLc

The 2.. tells us that we
must repeat from the b g nn g.

28

loud
beginning

-a-LU- C mmmmmU

The t signature shows that
the music is moving in _

The double bar line shows that
the song Is ended. Some of
the notes in this song are
r- ed.

29.

time,
2 or 2#s
raised

n - n.- -- - . n . AU

ListenI
Number twenty-eight.

Listen
Number twenty-nine.

Music is in two when we can count ONE-two in each measure.
We are in three when we can count ONE-two-three in each
measure.

4.

140
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4

3
4

30.

~--~01

Listent Is this. example
in two or three?
Number thirty.

Musical example used in frame number thirty:

BAGATELLE
Ludwig van Beethoven

Moderately

1L I I. - U

i



CHAPTER IV

$TU;MMVARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Donald H. ullocK, in a 1965 speech entitled "An Hypo-

thesis About the Trainint of Instructional Programmers,"1

noted that after ten years of work there were still no ade-

quate materials or approaches for training programmers. The

real world of programming involves schedule making, working

with tcams of diverse talents, analyzing jobs that are hard

to delimit and other similar problems. The programmer is

constantly confronted with the tendency to fall back on

methods that work in order to meet schedules. Kenneth

Komoski cryptically states "that the subject matter should

write the program. As a result, we don't have a set tech-

nique.".2

Programming techniques mean little without a clear un-

derstanding of learning itself.

Learning is a change in the individual, due to inter-

action of that individual and his environment, which

fills a need and makes him more capable of dealing

adequately with his environment.3

1WaynE Lee Garner, Programed Instruction, (New York,
1966), p. 58.

2Jerone P. Lysaught and Clarence M. Williams, A Guide

tProram Instruction, (New York, 1963), p. 100.

3 William Henry Brton, The Guidance of Learning Activ-
ities, (New York,1952), p. 13.

142
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The motivation for learning in many cases is a desire to

please someone or attend the same college as a friend. The

student learns sometimes because it is more comfortable to

learn than not to learn. The atmosphere in which a child

learns determines how he thinks of himself. If his world is

friendly and stimulating, he will reach out for new experi-

ences. Failure tends to make him meet each learning

situation limply and without interest. Success is possible

when the child strives to reach an attainable goal.

It is the programmer's task to help the child organize

materials, relate them to what he already knows, and at the

same time make him aware of their usefulness. The program

cannot answer the student's questions. For this reason the

construction of the program must be done in such a way as to

anticipate any possible questions or problems that may

arise. Once the program is in the hands of the student, the

programmer can no longer be of assistance.

When learners do not commit any errorsthe programmer

might feel that he has successfully developed and sequenced

the steps for a good program. Yet absence of error does not

always mean a good program. The important question is

whether behavioral objectives stated by the programmer have

been met. "If the majority of the learners can pursue the

program with a minimum of error and the behaviors sought by

the programmer can be easily discerned, the actual number of
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errors becomes a subsidary matter." 4  Jerome Lysaught and

Clarence M. Williams present some useful steps in their

book, A Gude to Program Instruction, which may be used in

reviewing and rewriting items in a program.

I. Errors at error level

a. Responses by the students to particular items
should be studied in an attempt to analyze causes.

b. Error level refers to the percentage of students
who make errors on a given frame (rule of thumb,
ignore errors below five percent).

2. Length of items

a. Is there a tendency to make the steps in the pro-

gram too wordy?

b. The programmer may begin to lecture rather than
program.

3. Level of difficulty

a. Is there too large a step from the previous item?

b. Do the items follow logically and understandably?

c. Is there any difficulty in vocabulary or techni-
cal terminology not anticipated by the previous
item?

4. Ambi6.uity and confusion

a. Are too many responses called for in an item?

b. Does an excessive number of blanks cause an item
to lose understandability?

c. Is there confusion as to the response a student is
expected to make?

d. Is an item logically or semantically incomplete?

4Lysaught and Williams, p. 136.
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5. Cueing and fading

a. Are cueing and prompting adequate?

b. Are errors attributable to lack of student recog-
nition of important elements?

c. Does cueing provide too much help?(There is a dan-
ger in rewriting and reviewing items to insert
more cues into the program, thus meaning fewer
errors.)

The above guidelines set forth by Lysaught and Williams will

be used in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the

program.

The Testing of the Program

Original plans called for testing to be carried out by

a few student. ts and corrections made before exposing the pro-

gram to a larger test group. Complications developed which

called for a change in plans for testing of the program.

Winter holidays, a school testing program, and the delay in

shipment of blank program wheels made it necessary for test-

ing of the program to be postponed until after mid-term

exams. Because of these problems it was decided to use the

larger -roup first.

The letter which follows was given to the children in

two third grade classes at Dinsmore Elementary School in

Electra, rTeas, during a discussion meeting held in late

January of 1968:
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Dear Parent;

We are asking for your help in a cooperative venture with the school,
your child, and myself in which we hope to see the development of a
program of learning for teaching the mechanics of music. By using
teaching machines, it is felt that we can accelerate the learning and
retention of these skills for the enjoyment of music. This work is
being done in connection with my masters studies at North Texas State
University.

Your child's participation in this work will be of a purely voluntary
nature. We want it clearly understood that while I am currently employed
by the First Baptist Church of this city, I had taught public school
music in the schools of Texas for nine years prior to my accepting this
post. In fact, my wife, who will be working with me, likewise has many
years of experience in this field. There will be NOTHING taught your
child except public school music.

Should you and your child elect to help in this study, we will expect
regular attendance and your complete cooperation for the duration of the
testing period. You may feel free at any time to look at the material we
plan to use. Class singing will be a part of each session. For experi-
ment purposes, we want only those who have not had private lessons.

We now plan to meet at your school on &
from to P. M.

A Date will be set for talking with the boys and girls after you have
had a chance to look over this proposal. At that time you may wish to
be present for any questions concerning the work.

I am yours,

ed M. Bridges

Principal, Dinamore School Principal, First Ward School

Superintendent of Schools

Fisg. 6--Letter of introduction

The children were asked to take the letter home to secure the

approval of their parents for participation in the testing

program. Fifteen students were chosen from those who met
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the deadline for return of letters endorsed by their parents.

Selections were made from the letters returned on the basis

of no prior private music instruction. Because only fifteen

machines Were available for the testing, the first fifteen

to return the letter who indicated no prior music instruction

were chosen.

Throughout the testing period all reference to the pop-

ulation(children) was made by means of a letter from the

alphabet which was assigned to each student before testing

began. All available information on each student was col-

lected(Appendix A) before the testing began which might add

to an understanding of each student and his ability to ade-

quately complete the program. No valid tests are available

for testing the knowledge and skills of the student in music

for this age child.

Cycle I-' Sources, was designed to familiarize

the c chine and its workings. Each had to

veen two examples. One was a musi-

us an obvious noise. Two presen-

ycle. On the first try the class

ble 450 frames. This meant a

try of less than 5 percent.

n total frames were missed,

percent. Even the seven

as a result of careless-

ing. After a close
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examination, it was felt that no further revision of the

cycle was needed. It met the objectives set for the cycle.

Cycle I-B, Rhthmic Interpretation, was constructed to

meet the following objectives:

1. stiMulate active listening habits,

2. help create independent thought,

3. further language ability and concepts,

4. develop musical insights.

Reading readiness is developed through increased concepts,

discrimination, and perception. Increased enjoyment of lit-

erature and poetry is augmented by rhythmic interpretation.

Rhythms do not become monotonous when there is an element of

discovery in new movements, combinations, or variations in

movements. Action songs, records, and singing games do not

become routine; rather they have their place in the total

music program. These rhythms will serve as a groundwork for

active participation in creative rhythms.

Although there were some mistakes on other frames on

the first side of the cycle, an average of nine students

missed frame eleven on both tries. There was an error rate

of 60 percent on this frame alone. The concept of sliding

was introduced in this frame for the first time. A picture

su estive of akLn, was substituted for sliding. This

made a greater contrast in the student's mind. The changes

for frame eleven are as follows:



The original frame(I1)

'K (

The nle--w f rame 11l)

Frames twenty-two, twenty-five, and twenty-eight likewise

had error rates of 60 percent. Leaping was the featured

rhythm in frame twenty-two and was contrasted with walking.

The galloping concept was substituted for wal These are

the changes made in frame number twenty-two:

The original frame(22)

T

The new frame (22 )

In the original frame number twenty-five, bending and

stretchingwas contrasted with walfkin. To make more of a

difference, marching was substituted for wal

149

0

I
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The original frame(25) The new frame (25)

A new concept, twisting and turn, was introduced for the

first time in frame number twenty-eight. No change was made

due to the newness of the concept and the lack of listening

experiences for the children in their school activities. It

is felt that the cycle should be repeated one or more times

beyond the two initial presentations in the testing period.

The class improved from 126 misses and an error rate of 28

percent to only 91 misses and an error rate of 20 percent on

the second attempt(Fig. 7).

100 200 300 40

Test 1 28

Test 2 20

Fig. 7--Error rate cycle I-B

Cycle II-A, Th Staff and Treble Clef, represented the

first occasion where a student was required to draw on his

GD

I
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reading skills and abilities to understand in order to com-

plete the program. Even though great effort was made to

clearly explain procedure in covering this cycle, there seem-

ed to be some confusion from the start. The need for deeper

thought and comprehension seemed to be a primary cause for

this early lack of sureness on his part. An unusually high

error rate throughout the four attempts at the program(Fig. 8)

made it apparent that more than a passive effort was required

100 200 300 400

Test 21I4

Test 2

I
Tet 3 32%

I
Test4 25%

Fig. 8--Error rate cycle II-A

for co plete understanding. The error rate of 54 percent

and the short time it took the children to complete the

cycle only served to confirm the view that they did not

fully undrstand how to use the program. Onthe second try

follonring further instructions, there was an improvement of

20 percent. It was decided to present the program. two other

tines due to the circumstance s and P .desire to determine if

more tie 'was needed. The third try took place just af ter

an asserbly program, and the children were still vry
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eic t ed. 2o marked improvement was observed. The final pres-

ent3ation showed some iiprovement over the two previous ef-

forts. The children were given cokes and encouraged to work

more slowly and carefully. ras 9, 11, 15, 22, 2, 26,

27, and 29 displayed a need for re-exaination.

ra e numtber nine -, upon a close check, revealed no need

for change because the prompt in the preceding frame was more

tchan adequate.

Frame nuMber eleven introduced the word "sign" in the

term clef sign without adequate preparation. The following

change was made.

The second line of the frame Tas

changed to read: "are named by the

C sign."

These same lines and spaces
are named by the C_ S
found at the beginning or the

( Ori&inl f rame-11)

Frame number fifteen was found to have too many blank s.

Additional cues were added to help the student. The follow-

ing changer were Tade:
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-"This C sign...called the

T C and...of the
This sign is also called
the and helps to
name the lines and of Musical S f
the musical __________

(Oriinal frame-15)

Frame number twenty-two would not have proved difficult

had it been read carefully. Enough help was available for

a correct response.

Frame number twenty-five showed no apparent weakness.

Prompting appears to be very adequate. Misses were judged

to be more from carelessness than from a lack of sufficient

help from the programmer.

Frame number twenty-six called for too many responses.

The frame becomes more understandable when fewer blanks are

presented. These are the changes as made:

"Since...G, the first line is

_____(fifth line)-
~forthline) The fourth line is

-- A - (third line)-
(eodline)-

(first line)-

Since the second line on the
staf is G dthe first line is

the third line is
the forth line is - an
the fifth line Is___

(Original f rame-26)

-I-
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Frme number twenty-seven likewise needed to have fewer

responses. These are the

changes which were made:

"tThe first space is F, the G

second space is the Using the alphabetical rule,

you an also name the spaces
on the staff. The first space
Iss , the second Is, the

third space is C, the thI-Is,and the rorth is

fourth space is a

(Original frame-27)

Too many responses and some vaguene ss required that

these changes be made in frame number twenty-nine:

"above the line. The...G

line follows order."
The lines and spaces are named
n alphabetical order above
the__ line. The naming of
lines and spaces below the
line follows order.

(Ori ginal frame-29)

Cycle II-B2, Lines an Spaces, like its companion cycle,

II-A, presented some difficulty because of the reading re-

quired. O; the first try there was just less than a 40

percent error rate(Fig. 9) and under 26 percent on the second

presentation of the cycle.
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100 200 300 400

Test I40/

Test 2 26%

Fig. 9--Error rate cycle II-B

Misses: on frame number six indicated confusion brought

about by the phrasing of the statement at the bottom of the

frame. The item was rephrased

to :ead: "T1he nanme of the added
tne name of the added line and
space below the regular staff

space above the staff is _reC.and.D.

The added line above the staffA

i s K
The names of the added space
and line above the taf are

(Original frame-6 )

Frame number seven also had many misses. Prompting in

the four previous frames was more than adequate if the stu-

dent had taken enough time to observe these helps.

Frame number ten called upon the student to remember

from earlier items. Repetition should improve the results

o- this type of item.
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Frame number twelve is im-

proved ith he added cue:

"it names the line...."

(second line)-

The treble clef is sometimes
called the clef because
It names th-___ line as
line_.

(Original frame-12 )

Frame thirteen and fourteen are much like number ten

where total. recall is required. Repetition again is felt to

be the best course in dealing with this frame. Changing it

might make it easier to answer, but if the student has not

gotten enog.rh out of the cycle to answer it, he has not been

working toward an understanding of what he has read.

Frame number nineteen revealed too many responses. The

last statement was changed

to read as follows:

r----- "The spaces on the staff

are F, A, ,_,

The staff is made of lines
and spaces. Ne the
spacesT-Fthe staf f
and .

(Original frame-19)

Frame number twenty-five is too wordy and va-gue. The

prompt is not adequate.
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The f raie number twenty-five

now reads: "If the third space
By using backward alphabetical

is named C V. can use backward order name te thir line.

alphabetical order to find the thrline>--=

name of the third line. What will the second sace be
named?

The third, line is named

(Original frame-25)

The last frame of the cycle serves as-a final sumnary,

but too rany responses make it difficult. Again, it is felt

that repetition will improve results. No change will be

ade .

This cycle was given for the first time just one day be-

fore Easter vacation began. On the second presentation the

boys and girls had an average completion time of only fifteen

minutes. Clearly, too little time was taken for complete

understanding.

Cycle III-A, Note Values, showed a marked decline in

misses with only 179. This made the error rate 26 percent.

100 200 300 400

Test 1 26

Test 2

Fig. 10--Error rate cycle III-A
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The second presentation revealed an even greater improvement

(Fig. 10) over the first try with only 76 misses and an error

rate of 17 percent.

The only frame on the first side of the cycle to show

any weakness during testing was frame number thirteen. Upon

closer e.ainination of responses it was learned that failure

to complete both responses seemed to be the major cause for

incorrect answers. INo change was made.

Frame number twenty-six indicated weakness, but upon

further examination of the student responses, the problem

area was judged to lie in a lack of complete understanding

from the previous frames about the length of a note. No

change was Made, but it was felt that the addition of audio

to this portion of the cycle would have helped a great deal

in the correctness of the responses.

Had the examples been played, the
Some notes are ____ and
some are ____.Drw a line

students mlght have done a better to show how long the notes
are.

job of covering the cycle.

spy-

(Frame-26)

Frame number twenty-eight was missed by more than half

of the test group. Reference had been made to long and short

notes. This was the reply of many when asked to identify

the notes. The same type of question was asked in the next



frame and for the most part answered correctly. With a small

change the frame was made easier to understand and answer

correctly.

The frame number twenty-eight The notes in example (X) are
notes.

X
was changed to read: "Tne notes

. r. are called notes. Ex-

ample 0 now reads "The note... is S

called a note ."Me note in example (0)is0a
note.

(Original frame-28)

Cycle III-B, Note Movement and Phrases, given for the

first time on a Friday afternoon, showed an unusually high

error rate of 33 Percent(Fig. 11). On the second presen-

tation, however, there was a marked improvement of 16 percent

with a total missed of 76.

100 200 300 400

Test 1 33

Test 2 17

Fig. 11--Error rate cycle 111-B

Frames six and seven were missed largely through inat-

tention. han.y of the children failed to take advantage of

the audio portion of the program for help in responding.
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Which example is moving up
by step?

(.-Famle-o)' (Frame-7 )

No changes were made. It was felt that this cycle should

be repeated for more complete understanding.

The onlykind of mistake made on frame nuber iwenty-six

was a failure to recognize that Che totes were moving by

sp. Tho ans w-rin incorrectly said movement was by

step.

No change as made in th iteu.

These notes are moving
by _6

(Frae -26 )

Frame number thiIrty was tie only other frme- on the

second half of the cycle hich seemed to give any trouble.

The students had no problem in identifying the example as a

phrase, but the last statement made a response doubtful.

16o

x 0

Which example Is moving up by
skip?

WON
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The statement was changed to read:

"The music in this example is

This small part of a song is
called a -_ rovingo.f

The movement of this part of
a song Is

(Original frame-30)

The audio portion of this cycle appeared to help each

student to understand more about movement by step and skip

up and down,

Cycle IV, Musical and Meter, flowed rather smooth-

ly until the concept of meter was discussed. The first

presentation produced an error rate of 30 percent(Fig. 12),

100 200 300 400

Test 1 0

Test 2 19

Fig. 12--Error rate cycle IV

which improved 11 percent on the "inal try.

Frames number twelve and thirteen had the same problem.

The idea of music moving in either two or three seemed diffi-

cult to understand. Although it was explained in the

previous four frames, the students seemed to have difficulty



with the concept. No

spite the difficulty.

x

3
4

2
4

0

change was made in either frames de-

(Frame-12) (Frame-13)

The only other frame to show problem areas was frame

fourteen. The item was changed

to read: "The double bar at the

end of this song means it is the

The double bar shows the
of a song.

(Original frame-14)

Frame number tventy-three is one of three problem items

on the last half of the final cycle. Additional cues are

needed in the frame to bring about a correct response.

162

A j I I I iI

Eachnmeasure in this example is
oving in 0 M easures are

made when the music is divided
by

TE11
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Frame twenty-three now reads:

"The sign D. S. means...from

the s__L. Ts (T) isthe

sign from which you rt

Frame number twenty-seven

of other cues. The frame now

reads: "When we see .. the song

is t. The sign at the end

tells us to r____t fromthe

S 0 i

The t__ signature shows that
-the music is moving in

The double bar line shows that
the song is ended. Some at
the notes in this song are
r ad.

(Oinal1frame -20)

The sign D.S. means to repeat
from the s

This is the s n from
which you r t.

(Original framne-2 3)

is improved with the addition

(Original frame-27)

Frame number twenty-nine serves

as a review frame. The concept

of 'time signature' is still not

clear in their minds. The add-

itioinal cue of "t " for time is

made even though it really is not

necessary when the item is care-

fully read. If the student

When we see the musical sign
we knOU that the sound of

the song is __t

Some notes are (9 ) I ed in
this music. The signat the
end tells us to r from
these
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uses total recall based on those things which he has learned

from previous frames, these review frames can be of great

benefit.

Despite much research and careful planning, the program-

mer constantly finds himself committing many of the errors

in programming which others have warned against. Although

the program seems to have met the original objectives, the

testing of the program has revealed a need to break some of

the material down into still smaller parts.

In the area covered by cycles II-A and II-B, involving

two wheels, it is now felt that too much was covered in the

two cycles. It is this programmer's judgment that two ad-

ditional cycles should be used to present the material. This

was brought out when so many failed to do well on these

units because of an overabundance of material to be read.

Cycles III-A and III-B, with minor revisions, give ade-

quate coverage in the subject area. Perhaps there might be

greater understanding for each student with the addition of

an audio presentation on Cycle III-A as was done on Cycle

III-B.

Cycle IV is clearly seen now as a product of time and

scheduling demt-ands as talked about earlier in the study.

Very definitely, this subject area ought to have another

wheel for better development and a more adequate presen-

tation.
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not enouh data was available on each student to make

a valid judgment concerning his abilities as correlated

with I. Q. or chievement scores, but some of the lowest

and average of the students, according to available scores

(Appendix A), showed fewer incorrect answers each time they

worked the program than those who rated high on I. Q. and

achievement scores. It is difficult to say for certain, but

the low and average achievers appear to work more carefully

on the mat-rial in each frame. In this particular group the

above avercag-e children are far too careless and inattentive

when working the program than are those below and average

achievers. If a valid test were available which could

measure the musical ability of the primary child, more ac-

curate conclusions might be drawn. There is one thing for

certain that can be said at least about the period of the

day when this type of program should be employed. The

students were too restless at the end of the day. Of course,

this was tIe only available time, but nevertheless, the pro-

gram had to be proved.

It is felt that such a test is needed in aiding the de-

velopment of this type of musical programming. If the

programmer could determine specific weak areas of musical

growth on a general scale, more accurate materials might be

made available for overcoming those weaknesses.
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A general recommendation for further refinement and de-

velopm ent of this type of musical programming could make

possible greater understanding and appreciation for music in

areas where there is far from satisfactory music learning.

All people seek to do those things at which they are most

successful, and until the student achieves a greater measure

of understanding of and appreciation for music, the musical

language <ill always rem ain simply hieroglyphics.



APPENDIX A

TABLE I

STUDENT TEST SCORES

Student jGray- Votaw-Rogers
Identification I. Q. Score Achievement Test*

A

B

C

c
D

E

F

G

H

J

K

IL

TM

N

0

None

None

70

89

116

111

122

98

91

112

101

None

100

104

None
________ _ ..____

3.2

3.7

2.8

2.8

3,5

3.7

5.2

3.6

3.1

3.9

3.3

4.3

3.4

3.6

2o5

*Grade at test was 3.2.
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